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Abstract

Catalytic oxidation of carbon monoxide (CO) is one of the most studied reactions
that still needs to be improved because of its practical use in the chemical
industry including feedstock purification and applications such as emission
control, in-door air cleaning, improvement of fuel cell efficiency etc. Concerning
CO emissions, the transportation sector is a large contributor. The development
of modern powertrains and driving patterns lead to cold exhausts. Thus catalysts
must be active for CO oxidation at low temperatures, which is a challenge. Further,
CO oxidation is influenced by other compounds in the exhausts that may either
promote or inhibit essential catalytic functions. For combustion exhausts, water
is definitely inevitable and nitrogen oxides are common components.

This work scrutinizes the kinetics of CO oxidation over Pt/alumina and Pt/ceria
catalysts through analysis of reaction orders obtained experimentally from flow-
reactor measurements and theoretically by kinetic Monte Carlo simulations,
and connects this to kinetic model formulation. Further, the catalytic structure-
function relationship is explored by operando infrared and X-ray absorption
spectroscopy. The influence of water and nitrogen oxide on the CO oxidation
kinetics is investigated with in situ infrared spectroscopy. Finally, iron oxide is
explored as an active support for platinum with focus on the structural dynamics
of Pt/FeO𝑥 under reaction conditions.

The results show that reaction orders depend on reaction conditions and operating
mechanism, and the adsorbate-adsorbate interactions plays a crucial role. Pt/ceria
is active at lower temperatures than Pt/alumina thanks to lattice oxygen in the
ceria support that participates according to a Mars-van Krevelen mechanism. This
mechanism is promoted by water but inhibited by nitrogen oxide through nitrate
formation. On Pt/alumina, the reaction proceeds via the Langmuir-Hinshelwod
mechanism, which is also promoted by water and inhibited by nitrates. Finally,
using iron oxide as support for Pt opens for a catalyst design with a support
even more interacting with Pt than ceria in terms of redox properties at low
temperatures.

Keywords: CO oxidation, low-temperature activity, active catalyst support, oper-
ando spectroscopy, nitrogen oxide inhibition, water promotion





Research is to see what everybody else has seen and to think about what nobody
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Introduction 1
1.1 Emission concerns and

environmental protection 1
1.2 Why catalysis is import-

ant? . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
1.3 Motivation of the thesis 3

1.1 Emission concerns and environmental
protection

Fossil fuels have been through large-scale exploitation since the
industrial revolution until nowadays. Combustion is the most
common way of converting chemically stored energy in fossil fuels
to other forms. Carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O) are the
major products from the burning of fossil fuels but unburned
hydrocarbons (HC), oxygenates and carbon monoxide (CO) are
also generated due to incomplete combustion [1, 2]. In addition,
as impurities in the fuels are burned as well, sulfur oxides (SOx)
and nitrogen oxides (NOx) are produced during the combustion.
The emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels cause climate,
environmental, and health problems. Increased global warming is
in part due to the depletion of non-renewable sources [3, 4] forming
CO2 emissions. Lower CO2 emissions can only be achieved by
decreasing the usage of fossil fuels and substituting with renewable
sources [5]. Among the pollutants, CO and NOx are toxic to humans
even at low concentrations [6]. Moreover, the interaction between
hydrocarbons and NOx under sunlight can produce photochemical
smog including ground-level ozone which is detrimental to most
of living species.

Stage CO HC HC+NOx NOx PM PN
Positive Ignition (Gasoline) g/km

Euro 1 2.72 0.97
Euro 2 2.2 0.5
Euro 3 2.30 0.20 0.15
Euro 4 1.0 0.10 0.08
Euro 5 1.0 0.10 0.06 0.005
Euro 6 1.0 0.10 0.06 0.005 6.0×1011𝑎

Compression Ignition (Diesel)
Euro 1 2.72 0.97 0.14
Euro 2 1.0 0.7 0.08
Euro 3 1.0 0.56 0.50 0.05
Euro 4 0.64 0.30 0.25 0.025
Euro 5a 0.50 0.23 0.18 0.005
Euro 5b 0.50 0.23 0.18 0.005 6.0×1011

Euro 6 0.50 0.17 0.08 0.005 6.0×1011

a only to DI engines

Table 1.1: EU emission standards for
light-duty vehicles M1, table repro-
duced from [7].

The transportation sector is one of the major consumers of fossil
fuels and a significant contributor to atmospheric pollution. Around
30% of the global primary energy demand and around 50% of
the global diesel consumption occurs within the transportation
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sector [8]. Furthermore, the transportation sector contributes to
around 30% of the global greenhouses gas (GHG) emissions, 77%
of CO emissions, 50% of NOx emissions, 12% of SOx, and 7%
of particulate matter (PM) [9]. It is estimated that 6.5 million of
deaths globally are caused by air pollution [10]. This drives the
regulation of vehicle emissions through legislation on specific
emissions. The first legislation was initiated in California (1966) to
limit the CO and HC emissions from vehicles [11]. Nowadays, more
strict regulations are introduced by the California Air Resources
Board (CARB) in order to achieve zero emissions from vehicles
[12]. In Europe, similar legislations are introduced and the emis-
sion standards for light-duty vehicles, including passenger cars
and light commercial vehicles, are summarized in Table 1.1. The
introduction of PM standards for gasoline engines with positive
ignition starts from Euro 5, which is equivalent to the situation for
diesel. The particle number (PN) emission is further imposed in
Euro 5/6. Moreover, Real Driving Emissions (RDE) with a portable
emission monitoring system (PEMS) and On-Board Diagnostics
(OBD) are required for the emission testings, which makes the
measurements more accurate and closer to reality. Recently, the
upcoming emission standards, Euro 7, have been proposed with
more stringent requirements on emissions, a broader range of
conditions for RDE testings including cold emissions, and longer
after-treatment system durability [13]. In order to meet future legis-
lation, the development of more effective catalytic after-treatment
systems able to operate at low temperatures is needed.

1.2 Why catalysis is important?

Chemical reactions depend on temperature, concentration, pres-
sure, and residence time [14]. Increasing temperature and the
pressure will shift the thermodynamic equilibrium, which some-
times can be used to shift a reaction towards the product side.
Catalysts make it possible to operate the reactions in the thermo-
dynamically favorable regime at much lower temperatures (and
reactant pressures), and increase the rate of the reaction by orders
of magnitude. Chemical processes can therefore become more
economical, especially when combined with optimized reactors
and plant designs [15]. Catalysis, however, is more than that. The
history of catalysis development can be divided into five time peri-
ods, each associated with specific achievements as summarized in
Figure 1.1. In 1835, Jöns Jacob Berzelius systematically discovered
and documented observations of catalytic phenomena and defined
such reactions to be driven by a catalytic force, i.e., catalysis [14, 16].
This was followed by not only new discoveries of the new catalytic
processes but also an increased understanding (interpretation) in
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terms of the kinetics of chemical reactions in the development
of catalysis [17]. After the practical implementation of catalysts
in industrial processes for the manufacture of bulk chemicals, it
became obvious that this means considerable economic benefits,
for example, the significant expansion in sulfuric acid production
[16]. Noteworthy to mention is that the technology for fixation of
nitrogen from the air to produce fertilizers led to the growth in
population [14, 18]. However, ammonia also turned out to be the
major bulk chemical that allowed for the production of explosives,
and thus it played a significant role in the First World War [19].
When the need for explosives became less urgent, catalytic pro-
cesses shifted to the synthetic fuel processes, e.g., Fisher-Tropsch
and Fluid Catalytic Cracking processes, due to the demand for the
fuels to the fighters during the Second World War [11, 20]. The
development of the automobile industry after the war increased
the demand for petroleum, not only for fuels but also for polymers.
Nowadays, the development of catalysis is not only economical but
also largely driven by environmental concern and climate change
based on emission control and renewable energy processes.

to chemistry
From alchemy 

to science
From empirics 

Industrial catalysis
World War I

Petrochemical catalysis
World War II

1834

1887

1918
1970

Definition of catalysis 

Hydrolysis of starch 
catalyzed by acids 

H2O2 decomposition rate 

First quantitative analysis 
reaction rates

Definition order  
of reaction

Nitrogen to ammonia

Third law of 
thermodynamics

Fischer-Tropsch

Fluid Catalytic Cracking

Quantative theory of 
gas adsorption on surface

Exhaust catalysis
CO2 storage and activation

Reduced Crude Cracking

Environmental
catalysis

Figure 1.1: Diagram of historical development of catalysis based on specific achievements.

1.3 Motivation of the thesis

One of the important applications of catalysis is for automotive
emission control. The catalytic converter is a good example of the
possibility of adapting the technology construction from large-
scale industrial processes to new smaller-scale applications [14].
The three-way catalytic converter (TWC) is generally used for after-
treatment of emissions, i.e., CO, NOx and HCs, from stoichiometric
engine exhausts [21]. Still, the efficiency, or full functionality, of
TWCs at low temperatures needs to improve as to meet new effi-
cient combustion engines and/or electrical hybridisation [22]. The
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challenges at low temperatures are not only the cold-start period
during the start-up of vehicles but also during the deceleration and
the off-road driving pattern including the start-and-stop engine
operation and switching between different propulsion modes [23,
24].

This thesis focuses on the investigation of the kinetic bottlenecks for
oxidation of CO over catalysts prepared using industrially relevant
methods. The reaction is studied in absence and presence water
and nitrogen oxide.
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2.1 Principles of heterogeneous catalysis

The concept of heterogeneous catalysis means that the catalyst is
in a different phase compared to that of reactants and products.
For automotive exhaust aftertreatment systems, the catalysts are
solids, while the reactants are in a fluid phase, often gaseous
species. A catalyst facilitates a chemical reaction without being
consumed itself. By stabilizing reaction intermediates and creating
alternative reaction paths that are energetically favorable and the
speed of the reaction increases [11, 25]. A catalytic cycle starts from
the bond formation between reactants and the catalyst surface,
termed adsorption, and then proceeds with the reaction between
adsorbed reactants to form products, which detach from the catalyst
surface, called desorption. This closes the catalytic cycle and leaves
the catalysts in a state equal to their initial state. The reaction
accelerated by the catalyst can be visualized by the potential
energy diagram as shown in Figure 2.1. Each elementary step is
correlated with an activation barrier. The formation of the bonding
of the reactants is exothermic for a spontaneous reaction, which
leads to lower energy. The activation barrier, △Ecat for the reaction
between adsorbed reactants on the catalyst surface is significantly
lower than the homogeneous gas phase reaction. Eventually, the
desorption of products from the catalyst surface is involved in an
endothermic process. As can be seen, the overall enthalpy change
is the same for the catalytic and the uncatalyzed reaction leading
to unaltered free energy, and thus a catalyst only promotes the
kinetics but not thermodynamics [11, 25].
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Figure 2.1: Potential energy diagram
of a catalytic reaction (solid line)
and homogeneous reaction (dashed
line), where Ea, Er, Ed and Eh are
the activation energy barrier for ad-
sorption, reaction, desorption and
homogeneous reaction, respectively.

From the figure, one can also sense that the bonding between
the reactants and the surface should be neither too weak nor too
strong [15]. When the bonding is too weak, the reaction is similar
to the homogeneous reaction with a high activation barrier, and
thus barely any conversion to products can be observed. When
the bonding is too strong for one of the reactants, the catalyst
surface is mainly occupied by that reactant, and the other reactant
has no place to adsorb on, thus no reaction. This is also called
self-poisoning. When both reactants are strongly adsorbed, the
intermediate becomes too stable to react. When the product is
strongly adsorbed, the desorption becomes difficult to recover the
catalyst surface for the next catalytic cycle. Therefore, the factors
governing the overall reaction kinetics can be summarized as
[26]:
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▶ the total number of active sites on the catalyst surface,
▶ the surface coverage dependent sticking coefficients of react-

ants describing the probability for the reactants to adsorb,
▶ the activation energy for adsorption of reactants and desorp-

tion of products,
▶ the activation barrier for the reaction,
▶ the mobility of surface species.

2.2 CO oxidation on platinum

Platinum is active for total oxidation reactions and robust towards
CO2, H2O and sulfur deactivation, which makes it a preferred
element in various applications [11, 22, 27]. Further, CO oxidation
on platinum is one of the most widely studied catalytic reactions.
As first proposed by Langmuir and summarized by Engel and
Ertl [28, 29], CO oxidation over platinum above room temperature
proceeds through a three-step reaction scheme where CO adsorbs
associatively, while O2 adsorbs dissociatively. Then adsorbed CO
diffuses to react with O to produce CO2, which desorbs imme-
diately. However, at low temperatures, the active sites may be
mainly occupied by CO, which blocks oxygen adsorption. This is
called CO self-poisoning. One reason for this is that the sticking
coefficient1 of CO is around eight times higher than that for O2,1: the ratio between the number of

adsorbates adsorbed on a surface
and the total number of atoms im-
pinged upon the surface within the
same time period.

and the corresponding coverage dependency is much weaker for
CO than for O2 [30, 31]. Another reason is that CO adsorption
only occupies one site, whereas O2 adsorption requires two sites
next to each other for dissociation. The different kinetic states, i.e.,
low and high reaction rates, can be described as kinetic bistability,
which depends on the reaction conditions, e.g., temperature and
reactant ratio between CO and O2 [32]. When scanning the reactant
pressure from O2 excess to CO excess and from CO excess to O2
excess, the bistable regions, called hysteresis, can be obtained [33].
The hysteresis originates from kinetic phase transitions between
two distinct kinetic regimes at critical mixing ratio or temperat-
ure, one is the CO self-poisoned region with low activity and the
other is the region with a high activity where the catalyst surface
predominately is covered by chemisorbed oxygen. When scanning
temperature from low to high and high to low, the ignition and
extinction processes can be observed [34, 35]. When passing a
critical temperature, ignition occurs with a sudden increase in both
reaction rate and catalyst temperature, which self-accelerates the
reaction rate. The critical temperature, termed ignition temperat-
ure, was defined by Frank-Kamenetskii as a point where the heat
generated from the chemical reaction exceeds the heat losses to
the surroundings [34]. Further, the ignition temperature shifts the
reaction rate from a regime controlled by the surface kinetics at low
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temperatures to a diffusion-controlled regime where the reaction
rate is largely influenced by the transport of reactants to the active
sites on the catalyst surface [34, 35]. A reverse transition from a
regime controlled by diffusion to a kinetically controlled regime
is called extinction. CO oxidation over platinum exhibits a clear
ignition-extinction hysteresis. This hysteresis is not only due to the
inherent kinetic bistability, but also the coupling of diffusion and
heat balances [36].

The kinetic information can be obtained from the analysis in the
kinetically controlled region of ignition and extinction processes.
The theoretical reaction order can be deduced from a proposed
reaction mechanism, and thus a measured reaction order can be
used to infer a reaction mechanism, however, not unique. The
elementary steps of CO oxidation over platinum can be expressed
as: Herein the rate equations are:

𝑑�CO
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑘+1 𝑝CO�∗ − 𝑘−1 �CO − 𝑘r�CO�O

(2.1)
𝑑�O
𝑑𝑡

= 2𝑘+2 𝑝O2�
2
∗ − 2𝑘−2 �

2
O − 𝑘r�CO�O

(2.2)

CO(g) + ∗
k+1
⇌
k−1

CO∗ (2.3)

O2(g) + 2∗
k+2
⇌
k−2

2O∗ (2.4)

O∗ +CO∗ 𝑘𝑟→ CO2(g) + 2∗ (2.5)

where * denote free sites, 𝑘+
𝑖
, the adsorption rate constant, and

𝑘−
𝑖
, the desorption rate constant for different steps. The CO and

O coverage under steady-state conditions can be obtained, when
Eq 2.5 is considered as a rate-determining step, 𝑘r ≪ 𝑘+1 and
𝑘r ≪ 𝑘+2 :

�CO = 𝐾1𝑃CO�∗ (2.6)
�O = 𝐾2𝑃O2�∗ (2.7)

where 𝐾𝑖= 𝑘+
𝑖
/𝑘−

𝑖
defines the equilibrium constant for species

i, and 𝑘𝑟 , the reaction rate constant. Assuming CO as the most
abundant reaction intermediate (MARI) at low temperatures where
�∗+�CO=1, the reaction rate can be expressed as:

𝑟 = 𝑘𝑟

√
𝐾2𝑃O2

𝐾1𝑃CO
(2.8)

The reaction orders are −1 for CO and 0.5 for O2, respectively.

2.3 CO oxidation on supported Pt

Supported Pt catalysts with high dispersion have been widely used
in automotive exhaust after-treatment systems thanks to their su-
perior catalytic performance and robustness. Platinum is not only a
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robust element towards gas components but also towards sintering
by sufficiently strong interactions with the support materials [11, 22,
27]. Metal oxides are normally used as supports including "inert"
support materials and active support materials, such as alumina
and ceria, respectively. The "inert" support materials cannot be
reduced reversibly, however, active support materials are generally
reducible with dynamic redox properties, and they can work as an
oxygen buffer participating in the catalytic reaction. Also, reducible
supports may interact with platinum through electron transfer
and active sites at the platinum-support boundary. Thereby, the
support material selection is crucial as it not only influences the
dispersion of platinum but the catalytic properties as well as the
overall catalytic performance [37–39]. Support material can play
an important role in stabilizing platinum particles to achieve a
high dispersion, even enabling catalysts with atomically dispersed
platinum, which would allow for maximum utilization of platinum.
However, CO adsorbed on atomically dispersed platinum has been
shown to be spectators, thus resulting in low catalytic activity [40,
41]. Instead, platinum nanoparticles of 1.4 nm have been proven to
be the most active ones [42]. Thus, the kinetics on smaller platinum
particles, 1-5 nm, clearly depend on the interacting support [42,
43]. The actual system thereby can be complicated by the variation
of platinum particle sizes, which exhibits the interaction with the
support material distinctively.

Small platinum particles definitely provide more available sites for
CO adsorption, but also give more flexibility on the reaction paths.
The support material could also contribute to the catalytic activity
by providing complementary reaction paths via interfacial sites
at the platinum-support boundary. A molecular O2 adsorption
on a single site, rather than two sites, has been proposed, and the
corresponding elemental steps are as follows [44]:The corresponding rate equations:

𝑑�CO
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑘+1 𝑝CO�∗ − 𝑘−1 �CO

− 𝑘r3�CO�O2 − 𝑘r4�CO�O
(2.9)

𝑑�O2

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘+2 𝑝O2�∗ − 𝑘−2 �O2 (2.10)

− 𝑘𝑟3�CO�O2 (2.11)
𝑑�O
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑘r3�CO�O2 − 𝑘r4�CO�O

(2.12)

CO(g) + ∗
k+1
⇌
k−1

CO∗ (2.13)

O2(g) + ∗
k+2
⇌
k−2

O2∗ (2.14)

O2∗ +CO∗ 𝑘r3→ CO2(g) + O∗ +∗ (2.15)

O∗ +CO∗ 𝑘r4→ CO2(g) + 2∗ (2.16)

Assuming a low atomic oxygen coverage at steady-state (𝑘r3 ≪ 𝑘r4)
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and CO as MARI, the coverage can be derived:

�CO =
𝐾1𝑃CO

1 + 𝐾1𝑃CO
(2.17)

�O2 = 𝐾2𝑃O2
1

1 + 𝐾1𝑃CO
(2.18)

Given K1PCO, the reaction rate is given by:

𝑟 = 𝑘r3

√
𝐾2𝑃O2

𝐾1𝑃CO
(2.19)

The reaction orders are −1 for CO and 1 for O2. Moreover, the
reaction on a reducible metal oxide support could proceed via the
Mars-van Krevelen mechanism where non-competitive adsorption
of CO and O2 on the Pt particles and oxide are considered at low
temperatures, respectively [45]. The elementary steps are listed in
below [46, 47]: The time-dependent rate equations:

𝑑�CO
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑘+1 𝑝CO�∗1 − 𝑘−1 �CO − 𝑘r3�CO�O2

− 𝑘r4�CO�O
(2.20)

𝑑�O2

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘+2 𝑝O2�∗2 − 𝑘−2 �O2 − 𝑘𝑟3�CO�O2

(2.21)
𝑑�O
𝑑𝑡

= 𝑘𝑟3�CO�O2 − 𝑘𝑟4�CO�O

(2.22)

CO(g) + ∗1
k+1
⇌
k−1

CO∗1 (2.23)

O2(g) + ∗2
k+2
⇌
k−2

O2∗2 (2.24)

O2∗2 +CO∗1
𝑘r3→ CO2(g) + O∗2 +∗1 (2.25)

O∗2 +CO∗1
𝑘r4→ CO2(g) + ∗1 + ∗2 (2.26)

where *1 are the free sites on platinum, *2, free sites on support.
There is no competitive adsorption between CO and O2 at steady-
state 2, then we obtain: 2: �CO+�∗1=1, �O2 +�∗2=1

�CO =
𝐾1𝑃CO

1 + 𝐾1𝑃CO
(2.27)

�O2 =
𝐾2𝑃O2

1 + 𝐾2𝑃O2

(2.28)

�𝑂 =
𝑘𝑟3
𝑘𝑟4

𝐾2𝑃O2

1 + 𝐾2𝑃O2

(2.29)

With the assumption of Eq. 2.25 as RDS (k4 ≪ k3), and K1PCO ≫ 1
and K2PO2 ≫ 1, the reaction rate is:

𝑟 ≈ 𝑘r3 (2.30)

Eventually, this leads to the reaction order of 0 for both CO and O2
at low temperatures.
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2.4 Development of CO oxidation catalysts

The main challenge of designing new catalysts is to identify the
active components and their role in catalytic reactions, such as
bimetallic, unsupported, and supported catalysts with different
functionalities [15]. Except for metal-support interaction, acidity,
basicity, and electronic effects could also play important roles. De-
veloping new catalysts is a rather complicated task. It may require
fundamental knowledge about the reaction, e.g., understanding
and circumventing the CO self-poisoning effect, and empirical
experience [15]. It may also require elemental screening to find
the optimal catalysts and further improvement on the long-term
performance and suppression of deactivation from the presence of
other gas components. Another difficulty lies in the dynamic cata-
lyst structure under the reaction conditions, thus, further progress
together with the characterisation techniques might be needed. To
be worth mentioning is to design new catalysts by theoretical mod-
eling, which has been shown to work for some bi- or tri-metallic
catalysts [35, 48, 49].

Figure 2.2: Scheme of catalytic per-
formance of different catalysts for
CO oxidation.

Screening the catalysts for CO oxidation, they can be practically
divided into several groups, gold (Au) catalysts, unpromoted and
promoted platinum group metals (PGM), e.g., platinum, palladium
and rhodium, bimetallic catalysts, and nanosized metal oxides are
displayed in Figure 2.2. Au catalysts are generally very active at low
temperatures but sinter easily at high temperatures [50, 51] and are
inactive. The PGM catalysts exhibit high activity at temperatures
slightly higher than Au catalysts, with high resistance towards
sintering and deactivation [52, 53]. PGM can be dispersed on
non-reducible and reducible supports to achieve smaller particles
with more catalytic active sites, and improved low-temperature
activity, possibly due to interaction with the support. An improved
sulfur tolerance, higher thermal stability, and higher hydrothermal
durability could also be expected [54, 55]. The main limitations
for PGM are the cost and the availability, the amount can be thus
lowered by using supports to achieve high dispersion with low
loading or forming bimetallic catalysts, or even nanosized metal
oxides are shown to be promising for the future development
[56–59].

2.5 Specific objective

The objective of this thesis is to elucidate how CO oxidation pro-
ceeds on industrial-relevant Pt/ceria catalysts with Pt/alumina
as a reference and an attempt to design Pt/FeO𝑥 catalysts for this
reaction. A summary of the appended paper is shown in Figure
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2.3. The relation between reaction order and reaction mechan-
isms is investigated by experimental reaction order measurements
on small and large Pt particles supported on alumina, denoted
as Ptsmall/alumina and Ptlarge/alumina, as well as microkinetic
modeling from theoretical calculation in Paper I. A further Dens-
ity Functional Theory (DFT) calculations are performed for the
reaction over Pt/ceria to explore the reaction mechanism supple-
mented with experimental kinetic studies on Pt/ceria in Paper II.
Paper III scrutinizes how the catalytic activity is associated with
catalyst structure and species adsorbed on the surface by operando
spectroscopic techniques and provides a thorough ex-situ examin-
ation of physicochemical properties. Furthermore, the influence
of NO and H2O on the reaction over Pt/ceria and Pt/alumina
is probed spectroscopically and kinetically, and the properties of
spent catalysts after the reactions are carefully inspected in Paper
IV. Eventually, a catalytic design of utilizing different types of iron
oxides as support materials is attempted for CO oxidation, and the
catalysts are evaluated with their redox properties and structure
dynamics by high-energy X-ray diffraction (HEXRD).
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Figure 2.3: Structure of the appen-
ded papers for the objective of the
thesis.
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Characterisation is of importance in the field of catalysis in terms of
building knowledge about the catalysts so as to better understand
the catalytic function and eventually to improve the design of cata-
lysts. Methods based on adsorption and desorption, microscopy,
spectroscopy, and diffraction provide tools for the characterisation
of the catalysts.

3.1 Catalyst synthesis

Two major approaches, top-down and bottom-up, are used for
synthesizing the nanomaterials, which can be used as catalysts
[60, 61]. In top-down approaches, one way is to machine the
bulk materials to obtain fine powders made of nanoparticles [60].
Massive bottom-up approaches have been developed to produce
the nanoparticles, and one of them is self-assembly under certain
chemical and temperature conditions [62]. Furthermore, the nan-
oparticles can be loaded onto support materials. As for support
materials, a high surface area and proper thermal stability are
needed to carry and stabilise the active particles during reaction
conditions. The well-defined nanoparticles can be first synthesized
via various methods, such as sol-gel and seeded-growth, or can be
formed directly on the support material by the incipient wetness
impregnation (IWI) of the precursor material together with drying.
The resultant catalyst is shown in Figure 3.1. IWI is commonly
used for the preparation of heterogeneous catalysts thanks to its
simplicity, low costs, and waste produced. The volume of pores
equals the amount of the precursor solution, which is dragged
into the pores due to the capillary action. The following drying
and calcination are applied to drive off the volatile solution and
deposit the active material on the catalyst surface. However, the
solubility of the precursor solution together with the pore volume
limits the maximum loading of metal on the support.

Figure 3.1: A schematic representa-
tion of the support material before
and after loading the precursor ma-
terial by incipient wetness impreg-
nation and freeze drying.

In this work, a bottom-up approach was applied with co-precipitation
for the support material, different types of iron oxide, and IWI
for the deposition of active metal particles, platinum. Iron(II)
chloride tetrahydrate (FeCl2·4H2O, 99.99%, Sigma Aldrich) of 0.36
M was mixed with iron(III) chloride hexahydrate (FeCl3·6H2O,
≥99% Sigma Aldrich) of 0.72 M under N2 atomosphere. 4 mL
of hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37% Sigma Aldrich) was added, and
after 15 min, 30 mL of ammonium hydroxide solution (NH4OH,
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25% Sigma Aldrich) was poured to form the precipitates and
the resulting pH was 10-11. Afterward, 2L of Mill-Q water was
used for washing and the resulting precipitates were obtained
after filtration. This was followed by a vacuum drying at room
temperature for 48 hrs and further by calcination at 250 ◦C with a
heating rate of 5 °C/min and constant temperature at 250 ◦C for 12
hrs. After grinding the support material, the precursor solution
of tetraammineplatinum(II) hydroxide ((NH3)4Pt(OH)2, 8-11 wt%
Pt VWR) was deposited by using IWI and freeze drying, and sub-
sequently, calcination at 250 and 500 ◦C for another 12 hrs after the
desired temperatures were reached with a heating rate of 5 °C/min.
Around 1 wt% of Pt/maghemite and Pt/hematite were eventually
obtained. The Pt/ceria and Pt/alumina samples with small and
large particle sizes denoted Ptsmall/alumina and Ptlarge/alumina,
were synthesized by IWI using platinum salts followed by drying
and calcination at 500 ◦C for Pt/ceria and Ptsmall/alumina, and at
800 ◦C for Ptlarge/alumina.

3.2 Flow reactor measurements

FLOW

MFC

FLOW

MFC

FLOW

MFC

CO

O2

Ar

Figure 3.2: A schematic setup of
flow reactor for CO oxidation, where
MFC represents for mass flow con-
troller, PG, for pressure gauge, PSU,
for power supply unit, MS, for the
mass spectrometer. The setup design
is credited to Felix Hemmingsson.

Kinetics measured in a flow reactor provides a macroscopic view
on the catalytic reaction. Reaction mechanisms could be further
inferred based on the rate expression from proposed reaction
pathways, which provides a microscopic view of the reacting
molecules.

3.2.1 Reactor configuration

The chemical reactor is at the heart of the chemical production
process and the selection of the reactor can be associated strongly
with the type of chemical reaction and catalyst. The reactors can
be divided into two major types regarding the number of phases:
homogeneous (single-phase) and heterogeneous (multi-phase). An
example of heterogeneous reactors is fluid-solid which includes
fixed-bed and fluidized-bed reactors [15]. They can be, operated in
batch, semi-batch, and continuous modes. Batch operation is non-
stationary, where the concentration of the reactants and products
and the reaction rate vary with time. On the contrary, continuous
operation is stationary, where the reactants are continuously fed
into the reactor and the products are observed at a constant rate
resulting in a time-independent concentration of all reactants and
products and a constant reaction rate.

In this work, a fixed-bed flow reactor is first utilized for dry
CO oxidation due to the suppression of the active sites blockage
from binding material during monolith coating1[63]. However,1: A monolith is dipped and with-

drawn in the slurry until a desired
amount of washcoat is reached. The
slurry is made of catalyst powder
and a proper binder material mixed
with an equal amount of water and
ethanol
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one needs to be aware and take precautions in regard to aspects
such as pressure drop and hot zones, thus the pressure drop
can be mitigated by increasing particle size and hot zones can be
counteracted by decreasing the sample amount and/or mixing
with inert materials as diluent. The speed of heat dissipation
depends on the heat conductivity of the diluent material. The used
experimental setup is schematically presented in Figure 3.2. The
gas flow is controlled by several mass flow controllers (MFCs) and
fed into the reactor top-down. A vertically placed 33 cm long quartz
tube is used as the reactor with an inner diameter of 4 mm and
an outer diameter of 6 mm. The reaction temperature is achieved
through resistive heating by a metal coil twisted around the reactor
and insulated by a quartz wool layer, while the rest of the tubing
is surrounded by heating bands and wrapped by insulation. The
catalyst with a particle size of 40–80 µm is diluted with crushed
cordierite with a particle size of 300–355 µm to mitigate the pressure
drop. The mixture with a dilution ratio of 1:30 is loaded into the
reactor to even out the heat from the exothermic reaction. One
thermocouple is used to regulate the inlet gas temperature placed
1-2 mm above the bed, and another inserted one placed 1 cm below
the sample bed is applied to monitor the temperature of the sample
bed, which can be influenced by heat from the reaction. Eventually,
the effluent gas is analyzed by a mass spectrometer, which is
described below. Water can be generated via humidifiers and water

NO

PG

Bypass Bypass

FLOW

MFC

Figure 3.3: A schematic setup of flow reactor for CO/H2O and CO/NO oxidation, where MFC is for mass flow controller,
PG, for pressure gauge, MS, for the mass spectrometer. The setup design is credited to Felix Hemmingsson.

bubblers2. Another possibility is to use a controlled evaporation 2: The humidified gas flow can be
delivered by passing over the sur-
face of liquid water at a certain tem-
perature and pressure or passing
through it [64–66].

mixer (CEM), where an additional liquid pressurization chamber
can be used to pressurize the liquid water, and liquid mass flow
controllers (l-MFCs) can be applied to control and evaporate liquid
water into the carrier gas [67]. However, the stability and precision
may be limited by low water vapor concentrations with low gas
flows. Impurities from the water reservoir and insufficient water
purity coming from the dissolution of atmospheric gas components
may be problematic. This can be solved by producing ultra-pure
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water using a water reactor by the catalytic oxidation of hydrogen,
which can be achieved by dosing H2 and O2 over a platinum-coated
monolith, and thus producing a well-controlled concentration from
a range of 100 ppm to 3 vol.% [68]. The schematic setup is depicted
in Figure 3.3. The gas flow controlled by multiple MFCs is from the
bottom upwards. The H2 and O2 MFCs are directly connected to the
water reactor before joining the mainstream with the possibility
of bypassing to perform dry CO oxidation. The pipes are well
insulated and heated to 180 ◦C before the reactor and to 120 ◦C
after the reactor. The reactor is made of stainless steel with a height
of 3 mm, a width of 5 mm, and a length of 17 mm, and a type
K thermocouple is inserted inside the sample bed [69]. Resistive
heating is used for the reactor by the metal block behind, which is
controlled by another embedded type K thermocouple, and the
whole reactor, together with the metal block, is insulated by quartz
wool. A catalyst-cordierite mixture with a particle size of 100-300
µm and a dilution of 1:10 is loaded into the reactor. The effluent
gases are analysed by the MS (Pfeiffer Vacuum GSD-350).

In this thesis, the catalytic activity measurements were carried out
with a total flow of 150 ml/min under 0.2 vol.% CO, 1 vol.% O2 and
2 vol.% H2O, and Ar was used as a carrier gas throughout all the
measurements. The temperature cycle, which consists of increasing
temperature to 350 ◦C with a rate of 5 °C/min and maintaining for
1 hr for the extinction, then decreasing to 35 ◦C, was repeated three
times.

3.2.2 Mass spectrometry

Mass spectrometry (MS) is generally used to identify and quantify
the effluent gas composition. Different gas components are first
ionized and subsequently separated according to their mass-to-
charge ratio (m/z). The relative abundances of the charged gaseous
ions are recorded. A common mass spectrometer includes an ion
source, an analyzer, and a detection system. An ion source is
produced from an electron beam ionisation. Before that, a high
vacuum environment is needed. Ions are subsequently sorted by
applying a magnetic field as the ions with the same m/z deflect in
the same direction. Eventually, the separated ions are detected and
an abundance spectrum is produced. However, some molecules
have the same m/z, e.g., carbon monoxide and nitrogen, of 28, and
the fragmentation can thus be used to distinguish them as nitrogen
also gives a signal at 14 (m/z) with a considerably lower signal as
compared to 28 (m/z).
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3.2.3 Data evaluation

The nature of catalytic reactions combines the reaction and trans-
port processes which are presented in Figure 3.4. Assuming a
spherical and porous catalyst particle is surrounded by the gaseous
reaction mixture, the steps of transforming the reactant, R, to the
product, P, are below:

1. R is transported from the bulk through the boundary layer3 3: an (imaginary) film between the
surface and the bulk in which the
concentration differs from that of
the bulk.

to the catalyst surface,
2. R diffuses inside the pores of the catalyst particles to find the

catalytic active sites,
3. R adsorbs at the active sites,
4. P is produced by chemical reaction,
5. P desorbs from active sites,
6. P diffuses through pores to the surface,
7. P is transported through the boundary layer to the bulk.

Boundary layer

R

P

1

2

3,4,5 6
7

Figure 3.4: A schematic representa-
tion of transport processes on por-
ous catalysts, where R and P repres-
ent reactants and products, respect-
ively.

When the rates of the transport processes, 1,2 6, and 7, are faster
than the intrinsic chemical reaction steps 3-5, the overall rate
or the observed reaction rate is said to be kinetically controlled.
Opposite to this, the observed rate can be controlled by internal
diffusion. This occurs if the intrinsic chemical reaction rate is faster
than the rate of intraparticle diffusion, which could result from a
high inner specific surface area, and thus a concentration gradient
is introduced inside the particles. If the external mass transfer
controls the observed rate, the concentration at the outer surface is
lower than the bulk concentration and the concentration profile
will be more obvious inside a pellet. Weisz-Prater and Mears’
criterion can be applied to examine internal and external diffusion,
respectively (3.1 and 3.4 ), as shown below [70]:

𝐶wp =
𝑟obs𝜌c𝑅

2
p

𝐷eff𝐶s
(3.1)

where 𝑟obs is the observed reaction rate (mol/kgcat· s), and it can
be calculated from: Cwp= �𝜙1= Actual reaction rate

A diffusion rate
� is defined as effectiveness factor
�= Observed reaction rate

Reaction rate evaluated at C𝑠

𝜙1 represents the Thiele modulus
for a first order reaction
𝜙1= Reaction order evaluated at C𝑠

A diffusion rate

𝑟obs = 𝑞
𝑝CO

𝑅𝑇

𝑋CO
𝑚cat

(3.2)

where 𝑞 is the volumetric flow rate (m3/s), 𝑝CO, the CO partial
pressure, 𝑅, the molar gas constant (8.314 J/(mol· K)), 𝑇, the
temperature (K), 𝑚cat, the mass of catalyst (kg), and 𝑋CO, the
conversion of CO. 𝑋CO can be expressed as:

𝑋CO =
(𝑛CO , in − 𝑛CO , out)

𝑛CO , in
(3.3)

𝑅p is catalyst particle radius (m), 𝜌c, the bulk density of catalyst
(kg/m3)4, 𝜌b=(1-Φ)𝜌c (Φ is the void fraction)5, 𝐷eff, the effective 4: 𝜌c= Mass of catalyst

Volume of catalyst

5:

Φ =
Volume of catalyst

Reactor volume

𝜌b =
Mass of catalyst
Reactor Volume
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diffusivity (m2/s), and 𝐶s, the gas concentration at the external
surface of the catalyst (mol/m3). Internal diffusion can be neglected
when 𝐶wp ≪ 1. On the contrary, the internal diffusion influences
the reaction rate when 𝐶wp ≫ 1. Furthermore, the influence of
external diffusion can be determined by Mears’ criterion:

𝐶mr =
𝑟obs𝜌b𝑅p𝑛

𝑘c𝐶b
(3.4)

where 𝑛 is the reaction order, 𝐶b, the bulk reactant concentration
(mol/m3), and 𝑘c, the mass transfer coefficient (m/s). The reaction
rate is not affected by external mass transport when Cmr < 0.15.
Also, the influence of external mass transfer on observed reaction
rate can be determined by comparing the estimated concentration
gradient (△𝐶CO) over the gas film with the bulk gas concentration
(𝐶b

CO). △𝐶CO can be derived from the steady-state reaction rate for
a fixed-bed reactor:

𝑟 = 𝑆m𝑘c△𝐶CO (3.5)

where Sm= 3
𝑅p𝜌c

, and kc= Sh𝐷eff
2𝑅p

. Thus:

△𝐶CO =
2𝑟𝑅2

p𝜌c

3Sh𝐷AB
(3.6)

where 𝑟 can be substituted by 𝑟obs and using a reasonably low value
for the Sherwood number6 (Sh=1.5) will give the most significant6: the ratio between the rate of con-

vective mass transfer and the rate of
diffusive mass transport

concentration gradient, and𝐷AB is the binary gas diffusivity (m2/s).
Except for the influences from diffusion, the heat generated from
the reaction is another concern. The amount of sample can be
reduced to minimize the heat effect. The internal heat transfer can
be examined by Anderson criterion [71]:

| △𝐻r | 𝑟obs𝜌d𝑅
2
p

�e𝑇s
< 0.75

𝑅𝑇s
𝐸

(3.7)

where �e is the effective thermal conductivity (J/(s · m · K)), 𝑇s, the
catalyst surface temperature (𝐾), and 𝐸a, the true activation energy
(J/mol).

The kinetic measurements, of course, provide the information
about the chemical reaction, but the focus can be shifted from the
reaction to the catalyst using turnover frequency (TOF)7. It can be7: reactant molecules converted per

catalytic site in unit time evaluated in terms of metal dispersion:

TOF(s−1) = 𝑟obs ·
𝑀Pt
𝑋Pt𝐷Pt

(3.8)

where 𝑀Pt is the molecular weight of Pt (g/mol), 𝑋Pt, the Pt
loading, and 𝐷Pt, the Pt dispersion, which can be measured by
chemisorption described below.
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In this work, in order to extract kinetic information from flow
reactor measurements, the analysis needs to be performed in a
kinetically controlled regime which is a generally low conversion
region (below 20%). The apparent activation energy (𝐸a) and
reaction orders are derived from the measurements between the
reaction rates and temperatures or partial pressures.

3.3 Gas Sorption

Porous catalysts are widely used in heterogeneous catalysis and
the structure of the porous catalysts can be probed by gas sorption
techniques. Two types of sorption, physisorption and chemisorption
are classified depending on how molecules adhere to the solid
surfaces. Physisorption is associated with a weak non-specific
interaction between adsorbate and adsorbent, e.g., van der Waals
forces. Chemisorption involves a strong specific interaction of
forming chemical bonds between adsorbate and adsorbent.

3.3.1 Physisorption

The surface area determines the accessible area for gaseous react-
ants and the space to disperse metal particles, which can be crucial
for catalytic performance. The specific surface area (SSA) can be
measured by physisorption using N2 at 77K from the adsorption and
desorption isotherms8. Other options for the probing molecules 8: the surface coverage changes of

N2 gas molecules with equilibrium
pressure

could be Ar, CO2, Kr, and O2, depending on the pore widths of the
adsorbent and the cross-sectional area of the probing molecules.
The widely used cross-sectional area9 of N2 is 16.2 Å2, which could 9: the occupied area of a single N2

molecule on the adsorbentdiffer according to the adsorbent [72]. The SSA can be obtained
from the isotherms when Braunauer, Emmett, and Teller (BET)
theory is applied, which has generalized the Langmuir isotherm
assumptions10. Multilayer adsorption has also been taken into 10: · Only one monolayer developed

between gas and solid surface
· An uniform adsorbent surface with
equal adsorption sites
·No adsorbate-adsorbate interaction
considered

consideration. The additional assumptions are made in the below
[15]:
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Figure 3.5: N2 adsorption (solid
line) and desorption (dash line) iso-
therms of Pt/alumina.

▶ The adsorption energy is constant within the first layer,
▶ The adsorption energy for the rest of the layers equals the

molar heat of condensation,
▶ Considering infinite number of layers, the pressure, P, is

equivalent to the saturation pressure, P0.

Figure 3.5 shows an example of N2 adsorption-desorption iso-
therms for Pt/alumina. At position 1, the adsorption of N2 mo-
lecules starts at a rather low pressure. At position 2, a monolayer
of N2 molecules is formed and continued with multilayer adsorp-
tion. From position 3, multilayered adsorption transforms from a
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vapor phase to a liquid phase, called capillary condensation which
occurs at a critical thickness. However, the reason this takes place
before the saturation pressure (P0) is because of the increased effect
of van der Waals forces inside pores. The desorption process is
represented with a dashed line. The hysteresis loop is classified as
the H1 type, which exhibits a well-defined cylindrical pore [73].
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Figure 3.6: BET plot of Pt/alumina.

The SSA (m2/g) can be calculated in the following:

SSA =
𝑉m𝜎𝑁A
𝑚𝑉N2

(3.9)

where 𝜎 is the cross sectional area, 𝑁A, the Avogadro constant,
m the mass of adsorbent, and 𝑉N2 the N2 gas molar volume at
standard temperature and pressure (STP). 𝑉m is the adsorbed
gas molar volume demanded to form a monolayer, which can be
obtained from the BET equation as below:

𝑃

𝑉a(𝑃0 − 𝑃)
=

1
𝑐𝑉m

+ 𝑐 − 1
𝑐𝑉m

𝑃

𝑃0
(3.10)

where𝑉a is the total adsorbed gas volume, c a constant only related
to the adsorption heat of the first layer, P the pressure, and P0 the
saturation pressure. An example of applying the BET equation
with a defined pressure range is shown in Figure 3.6, where 𝑉m
and c can be retrieved from the slope or intercept of the linear
regression.

In this thesis, the samples were dried overnight at 250 ◦C under
a flow of N2 before measurements, a Tristar 3000 (Micromeritics)
instrument and the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) equation were
employed to obtain the SSA.

3.3.2 Chemisorption
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Figure 3.7: CO adsorption iso-
therms at 35 ◦C for Pt/alumina.
Blue squares describe the first ana-
lysis containing physisorption and
chemisorption, and the black ones
depict only physisorption in the re-
peated analysis. The orange ones
give the chemisorption after the
subtraction of the repeated analysis
from the first one.

Efficient utilization of active precious metals with a high dispersion
is economically crucial. chemisorption can be used to determine
the metal dispersion, specific metal area, and particle size. The
monolayer assumption is analogous to the physisorption. However,
chemisorption involves electrons shared between the adsorbate and
adsorbent, which is an irreversible process. After initial adsorption,
a second isotherm is performed and a vacuum is applied in between
to desorb physisorbed molecules [74]. One obtains the amount
of chemisorbed molecules from their difference. An example of
chemisorption isotherms using CO molecules for Pt/alumina is
shown in Figure 3.7. The CO chemisorption is represented by the
orange squares, and the last 8 points in the plateau region are used
for linear regression. The quantity of chemisorbed CO monolayer
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per gram catalyst (𝑄CO, mol/g) at STP, is determined from the
intercept of linear regression in Figure 3.7. The monolayer volume
(𝑉𝑚) in cm3/g can be derived from:

𝑉m = 𝑄CO𝑉CO (3.11)

where 𝑉CO is CO molar volume at STP in cm3/mol. The metal
dispersion (𝐷metal) describes the fraction of surface metal sites that
are accessible to CO over the total metal sites. This can be expressed
as:

𝐷metal =
𝑄CO𝑀metal𝐹s

𝑊metal
100% (3.12)

where 𝑀metal is the metal molar mass in g/mol,𝑊metal, the weight
percentage of active metal over sample, and 𝐹s, stoichiometric
factor. 𝐹s represents the number of active metal atoms probed
by one adsorbed CO molecule, which can be estimated from
infrared spectroscopy upon CO adsorption. The specific metal area,
𝐴metal, accessed by probing molecules, in cm2/(g of sample) can
be formulated in below:

𝐴metal = 𝑄CO𝐹s𝜎s𝑁A (3.13)

where 𝜎s is cross-sectional area of Pt, which is 8 Å2. Additionally,
the particle diameter (𝑑metal), can be evaluated with a certain
geometry, here, hemispheres:

𝑑metal =
6 ·𝑊metal
𝐴metal𝜌metal

(3.14)

where 𝜌metal is the density of the pure metal.

In this thesis, the Pt/ceria catalyst was pretreated with 100 vol.% O2
at 500 ◦C for 1 h, and exposed to 100 vol.% H2 for 1 h after cooling to
250 ◦C in O2. Then, the sample was cooled to 35 ◦C in the presence
of H2 and kept in 100 vol.% CO2 for another hour. Subsequently,
the sample was flushed with 100 vol.% O2 for 30 min and then
flushed with 100 vol.% H2 for 30 min. 10-20 min evacuation was
applied in between introducing different gases. Afterward, CO
chemisorption was performed by dosing 100 vol.% CO from 13 to
93 kPa. Worth to mention, the utilization of a CO2 sequence was
used before CO chemisorption measurements since CO can adsorb
on interfacial sites after reduction pretreatment, which leads to
a more than 100% dispersion, and these sites can be re-oxidized
by CO2. The subsequent O2 and H2 sequences were applied to
remove any weakly adsorbed CO.
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3.4 Electron microscopy

Electron microscopy has a higher resolving power than light-based
microscopy and is one of the most versatile techniques to investigate
surface topography, morphology, and crystallographic information.
The elemental information can be revealed by the combination of
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX).

Sample

Incident electrons 

Secondary electrons 

Auger electrons 

Characteristic X-rays

Backscattered electrons

Figure 3.8: The incident electrons in-
teract with the sample, where differ-
ent types of electrons are produced
from different sample volumes.

3.4.1 Scanning electron microscopy

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) is capable of examining the
bulk sample with a high resolution and a large field depth, which
makes it possible to obtain topographic and crystallographic in-
formation with a resolution between a micrometer (�m) and a
nanometer (nm) [75]. Compared to transmission electron micro-
scopy (TEM), less sample preparation is demanded and a thicker
sample can be analyzed. When the electrons impinge on the sample
surface, the inelastic scattering termed secondary electrons (SE)
for the primary electrons with an energy loss, the elastic scattering
called back scattered electrons (BSE) when there is no energy loss
for the primary electrons, and the characteristic X-rays formed are
used in SEM as shown in Figure 3.8. The SE are detected at a lower
energy (< 50 eV) with a shallower escape depth near the surface.
The images from SE can thus provide topographic information
because of a large field depth. Whereas the BSE are the ones with
longer escape depth, and the intensity is heavily dependent on the
atomic number. The images obtained from BSE can therefore give
information about the atomic distribution. Characteristic X-rays
are generated when electrons from the inner shell are knocked out
by incident electrons to create vacancies that are refilled by the
electrons from a higher inner shell. Meanwhile, Auger electrons1111: the inner-shell vacancy is refilled

accompanied by the emission of an
electron from the same atom

can be activated by the kinetic energy transfer. The generated char-
acteristic X-rays can be used in EDX for analyzing the elemental
composition of the first a few micrometers of the surface [75].
As depicted in Figure 3.8, X-rays exhibit a larger probe volume
compared to BSE and SE, which makes it possible to measure the
properties below the sample surface.

3.4.2 Transmission electron microscopy

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is one of the most intu-
itive tools to directly observe the shape and size of nanoparticles
and crystallographic information. A typical transmission electron
microscope contains three main parts: the illumination system,
the lens, and the imaging system [76]. A field emission gun and
LaB6 filament can be applied for the illumination system. A field
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emission gun exhibits a higher brightness12 and a better vacuum in 12: the number of electrons (or
charge) per unit area per unit timecomparison with a LaB6 filament. Our focus of using TEM is TEM

imaging and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)
imaging with bright-field (BF) and dark-field (DF) images, but it
could also be used for selected-area diffraction (SAD) and electron
energy loss spectroscopy (EELS).

Specimen

TEM BF imaging system

Specimen

Incident beam

Objective diaphragm

TEM DF imaging system

Objective diaphragm

Incident beam

Figure 3.9: Simplified TEM scheme.

Figure 3.9 displays the difference between BF and DF images due to
the selection of transmitted or scattered electrons after interacting
within the specimen. This can be achieved by using apertures
in TEM mode and different detectors are applied for the STEM
mode. A parallel electron beam incidents on the specimen for TEM
imaging, whereas a convergent electron beam is applied for STEM
imaging. Various detectors are positioned at different locations: BF
detector positioned at an angle less than 10 mrad, annular dark-
field (ADF) detector located at a larger angle between 10 to 50 mrad,
and high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) detector fixed at the
angles larger than 50 mrad in Figure 3.10. An example of TEM
and STEM micrographs in BF and HAADF mode, respectively, are
displayed in Figure 3.11. In TEM BF mode, the image contrast is
mainly due to the mass-thickness contrast since a thicker sample or
heavy element region will scatter more electrons thus less electrons
are transmitted, which gives darker areas of an image [76].

Specimen

Incident 

convergent

beam

BF 
detector

ADF
detector

ADF
detector

HAADF
detector

HAADF
detector

Figure 3.10: Simplified STEM
scheme.

Analogously, the mass-thickness contrast contributes STEM-HAADF
images to a large extent, which is strongly affected by atomic num-
ber. A higher atomic number and a thicker sample will allow more
elastic scattering, and obtain a brighter area instead in STEM-
HAADF images. As compared to TEM mode, STEM mode gives
an overall better contrast and less noisy images due to the absence
of using the lens for imaging.

Figure 3.11: TEM (a) and STEM (b)
image of Pt/alumina.

In this thesis, a Tecnai T20 microscope (FEI), as well as a Titan 80-300
microscope (FEI), were applied for high-resolution transmission
electron microscopy (HRTEM) and STEM, respectively. The Tecnai
T20 microscope was equipped with a LaB6 filament at 200 kV and
a high-angle annular dark-field STEM detector and a field emission
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gun at 300 kV was employed for the Titan 80-300 microscope. Before
that, the specimen was prepared by dispersing spent catalysts into
ethanol and mixing them with ultrasonication. Afterward, a holey
carbon film on a copper grid was used for loading a droplet of the
obtained suspension.

3.5 Spectroscopy

3.5.1 Infrared spectroscopy

The infrared spectrum ranges from 0.8 µm to 1000 µm which con-
stitutes near-infrared (0.8–2.5 µm), mid-infrared (2.5–25 µm) and
far-infrared (25–100 µm). Mid-infrared is used to excite electrons
for the molecular transitions between vibrational and associated
rotational-vibrational energy levels. Diatomic molecular vibration
can be classically depicted by Hook’s law, and the oscillation
frequency, 𝑤e, can be expressed in cm−1:

𝜔𝑒 =
1

2𝜋𝑐

√
𝑘

�
(3.15)

where 𝑘 is the spring constant, 𝑐, the velocity of light, and �, the
reduced mass. The vibrational energy can be obtained considering a
simple harmonic oscillator by solving the Schrödingar equation:

𝐸� = (� + 1
2
)𝜔e (� = 0, 1, 2, ...) (3.16)

where � is termed as the vibrational quantum number and the
emission frequency is equivalent to 𝜔e with the selection rule of
Δ� = ±1. Furthermore, a more complicated expression that is close
to reality would be:

𝐸� = (� + 1
2 )𝜔e − (� + 1

2
)2𝜔e𝜒e︸          ︷︷          ︸

anharmonicity

+ 𝐵e𝐽(𝐽 + 1)︸     ︷︷     ︸
rigid rotator

− 𝐷e𝐽
2(𝐽 + 1)2︸        ︷︷        ︸

centrifugal distortion

− 𝛼e(� + 1
2
)𝐽(𝐽 + 1)︸               ︷︷               ︸

rovibration interaction

(3.17)
where 𝜒e is an anharmonicity constant, and selection rules turn
out to be Δ𝑣 = ±1,±2, etc. 𝐵e, the rotation constant from a rigid
rotational vibration and 𝐷e, the additional centrifugal distortion
constant. Vibrations and rotations are assumed to be independent
with Born-Oppenheimer approximation, where 𝛼𝑒 is the rovibra-
tional coupling constant with selection rule of Δ𝑣 = ±1,±2, etc.,
and Δ𝐽 = ±1.
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Figure 3.12: Normal modes of vi-
bration of linear and bent YXY, and
planar XY3 molecules. O and X rep-
resent the molecules vibrating per-
pendicular to the plane upward and
downward.

Vibration mode

The wavenumber of infrared absorption peaks depends on the
vibration modes of the probed molecules, and the gaseous phases
are generally detected. The number of fundamental vibrations can
be figured out for polyatomic molecules. When the molecules are
non-linear, the number of vibrations is 3N-6 with N-1 for stretching
mode and 2N-5 for bending mode. When the molecules are linear, absorption coefficient is defined as

the ratio of corresponding absorb-
ances to the optical path length
through the sample, and the molar
absorption coefficient is the absorp-
tion coefficient normalised by the
amount of concentration [77, 78].
However, the attenuation coefficient
includes not only absorption coeffi-
cient but also the effects caused by
scattering and luminescence, and it
is interchangeable with the extinc-
tion coefficient [77, 78].

the number of vibrations is 3N-5 with N-1 for stretching mode and
2N-4 for bending mode [79]. The normal vibration modes of linear
(𝐷∞ℎ) and bent YXY molecule (𝐶2�), and planar XY3 molecule
(𝐷3ℎ) are shown in Figure 3.12. However, not all the vibrations can
be probed by IR spectroscopy since this demands the vibrations
to be IR active. For instance, homonuclear molecules, e.g., N2 and
O2, are not observable for vibrational spectroscopy since they have
neither permanent dipole moment nor induced dipole moment as
the molecules vibrate. As for the linear YXY molecules in Figure
3.12, �1 depicts the symmetric stretch of not being IR-active. On
the contrary, �2 and �3 are IR-active, which can be assigned to
the bending and asymmetric stretch mode, where �2𝑎 and �2𝑏 are
the doubly degeneracy13 of the bending mode. For the bent YXY 13: different states corresponding to

the same energy level.molecules, the same vibration modes are classified for �1, �2, and
�3 in comparison with the linear one, and all the vibrations are IR
active. Coming to the planar XY3 molecules, the same structure
as CO2−

3 or NO2−
3 , �1 is the nondegenerate symmetric stretch, �2,

the nondegenerate asymmetric bend (perpendicular to the plane),
�3, the doubly degenerate asymmetric stretch, and �4, the doubly
degenerate symmetric bend. Among those, �2, �3 and �4 are IR
active. The splitting observed in the wavenumber region of 1000-
1700 cm−1 of IR spectra comes from the double degeneracy of �3.
The further notations of the �3 splitting are assigned to a different
group in the literature, where �3𝑎 and �3𝑏 are assignable to �𝑎𝑠
and �𝑠 of OCO group by Araiza et. al [80], or they are ascribed to
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Figure 3.13: Adsorption configurations of surface carbonates with related species, surface nitrates with related species on
metal oxides, as well as CO adsorption configuration on metals or metal oxides, where H represents for a hydrogen atom,
O, for an oxygen atom, C, for a carbon atom, N, for nitrogen atom and M, for metal oxides and/or metals.

�(C=O) and �𝑎𝑠(CO−
2 ) by Li et. al [81].

Adsorption configuration

The infrared peak position can also be affected by the adsorption
configuration. The different adsorption configurations for OH,
surface carbonates, and surface nitrate species adsorbed on metal
oxides together with CO adsorbed on Pt are summarized in Figure
3.13. For OH species, three configurations with mono-coordinated,
doubly-bridging, and triply-bridging OH species adsorbed on
metal oxides or reduced oxides, ceria in our study, are found in
the literature [82]. CO can adsorb on metals or metal oxides, Pt
in our case, in linear, bridged, and three-fold configuration [83].
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Carbonate species adsorbed on ceria are general in monodentate,
bidentate, bridged, and polydentate configurations, which is ana-
logous to nitrate species with monodentate, monodentate bridging,
bridging bidentate (bridged), chelating bidentate (bidentate) and
polydentate configurations [84, 85]. However, there is no such peak
assignment found for the bridging monodentate species in the
literature. Other carbonate and nitrate-related species can also be
present during the CO/H2O or CO/NO oxidation. Detailed peak
assignments are listed and discussed in the Result.

Performing infrared measurements

FLOW

MFC

FLOW

MFC

FLOW

MFC

FLOW

MFC

H2

O2

CO

FS

Ar

M7M6

M

Figure 3.14: A schematic setup of
DRIFTS, where M abbreviates for
mirror with a movable mirror of M4,
BS, for beam splitter, and MCT, for
mercury-cadmium-telluride, FS, for
fast switch, MFC, for mass flow con-
troller, and MS, for the mass spectro-
meter. The setup design is credited
to Felix Hemmingsson.

Transmission and reflectance modes can be performed in infrared
spectroscopy. When the infrared beam incident on a rough sample
surface, diffuse reflection occurs, which reflects in all directions
rather than a specular direction. In-situ diffuse reflectance infrared
Fourier transform spectroscopy (DRIFTS) is applied for probing
adsorbed molecular species on the sample surface. In transmission
mode, 𝐴 can be expressed by Eq. 3.19, which is the logarithm
of the reciprocal transmission. In diffuse reflectance mode, the
pseudo absorbance, 𝐴′, can be expressed in a similar way by Eq.
3.21. Infrared spectra are measured by a Michelson interferometer

𝑇 =
𝐼0
𝐼𝑇

(3.18)

𝐴 = log10

(
1
𝑇

)
(3.19)

𝑅 =
𝐼0
𝐼𝑅

(3.20)

𝐴′ = log10

(
1
𝑅

)
(3.21)

where 𝑇 is transmittance, 𝑅, reflect-
ance, 𝐼0, the intensity of incident
infrared light, 𝐼𝑇 , the intensity of
transmitted light, 𝐼𝑅 , the intensity
of reflected light,𝐴, absorbance, and
𝐴′, pseudo absorbance.

as shown in Figure 3.14, where a movable mirror can scan for Δ/2
leading to a path difference of Δ, the intensities can be recorded
for each mirror position. An interferogram can thus be generated
and transformed into a spectrum using Fourier transform. Two
instruments were used in this study, including VERTEX 70 and
80v. The major difference is that the optical bench of the 80v can be
evacuated in order to remove atmospheric gases, e.g. CO2 and H2O,
from the background. The feed gas was controlled by individual
mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst) and a total gas flow of 100
ml/min was kept constant. IR spectra were collected in the range
of 4400-700 cm−1 with a spatial resolution of 1 cm−1. Background
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spectra were taken by averaging 100 scans, and sample spectra were
50 scans with a 6 mm aperture and 20 kHz scanner velocity. In order
to perform water experiments, the water reactor was fitted into
the 80v system, as shown in the dashed part of Figure 3.14. Only
H2 and O2 gases were directly connected to the water reactor, and
they were joined with the carrier gases Ar and CO after the water
reactor and before the DRIFTS cell. An air-actuated high-speed gas
valve (VICI Valco) was applied to switch between going through
and bypassing the water reactor. When taking the background
spectra, the system was in bypass, while the system was switched
to the water reactor when the water experiments were carried out.
All pipes were heated to 140 ◦C including the VICI Valco valve.
The heating was crucial in order to avoid condensation of water
in the gas line, which would lead to an unstable flow. Therefore,
the stability of the water signal needed to be tested for a long
duration since a slow condensation could also be expected from
insufficient heating. Infrared spectra of adsorbates were obtained
after subtracting a background taken at the same experimental
condition but under a pure Ar flow.

Peak assignment

Linear CO on Pt

Figure 3.15: Infrared spectrum of
CO adsorbed on Pt/alumina.

An example IR spectrum of CO adsorbed on Pt/alumina is presen-
ted in Figure 3.15. The vibrational band of gaseous CO is centered at
2150 cm−1 with P and R branches arising from△𝐽 = ±1, and the rest
of the peaks are assigned to different CO adsorption configurations
depending on Pt particle size, and oxidation state [86]. The reason
for the bridged configuration at a lower wavenumber compared to
the linear one is an increased 𝜋-electron backdonation from larger
Pt particles to CO molecules. In addition to the main characteristic
peak, the splitting for �3, and overtones and combination modes
can be used as criteria to assign the peaks [87].

3.5.2 X-ray absorption spectroscopy

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS), as a sample-averaged tech-
nique, unravels the structure and chemical state information on the
atomic scale, and it can provide us with a deeper insight into the
catalytic function. XAS is an absorption spectroscopy technique
using X-rays with wavelengths around 0.1–50 Å. As displayed in
Figure 3.16, multiple events are involved when X-rays incident
on samples. The transmitted X-rays are detected in the same dir-
ection as the incident X-rays, and the core-holes14 are generated14: the vacancy left after liberating

the core electron of an atom after knocking out the inner shell electrons. If the core holes are
filled by the electrons from higher energy levels, the energy differ-
ence between the energy levels is released in the form of emitted
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photons, named fluorescence, or this energy can also be transferred
to other ejected electrons, termed Auger electrons. The production
of Auger electrons can thus reduce the fluorescence yield. However,
it can be increased with a higher atomic number. The radiation
of fluorescence and Auger electrons can be detected in all directions.
Other elastic and inelastic scattering events, such as diffraction
by tightly or loosely bound electrons, could also happen. XAS
could be operated in two modes, transmission and fluorescence. In
transmission mode, the transmitted intensity, I, can be expressed by
the Beer-Lambert law:

𝐼(�) = 𝐼0(�) exp(−�𝑥) (3.22)

Sample

Auger Electrons
e

e

Incident X-rays

Fluorescence Photons

Transmitted X-rays

Ejected Photoelectrons

Incident X-rays

Ejected Photoelectrons

Fluorescence Photons

Auger Electrons

A

B

Ev

Figure 3.16: A schema of multiple
events after X-ray absorption.

where I0 is the incident X-rays intensity, �, the corresponding
wavelength, x, the sample thickness, and �, the absorption coef-
ficient of the sample, in cm−1. A more general expression is in
mass absorption coefficient, �/𝜌 in cm2/g, which is a wavelength-
dependent coefficient. It decreases with decreasing incident wavelength,
however, it increases dramatically at the energies which could eject
inner-shell electrons to continuum state, thus an absorption edge
is created. The absorption coefficient can also influence the in-
tensity of fluorescence signal, If, and � is proportional to If/I0.
Other characteristic emissions from the rest of the elements in the
sample become the background of fluorescence signal, which can
be removed by applying a proper detector with an appropriate
wavelength range.

X-rays have enough energy to kick out inner shell electrons, and
this energy is called the threshold energy of absorption edge, 𝐸0.
XAS can be divided into several regions in terms of the threshold
energy, 𝐸0 [88]:

▶ If𝐸 <𝐸0, the region is called pre-edge. Pre-peaks are generated
by the transitions of core electrons to partially filled or
unoccupied bound states,

▶ If𝐸≈𝐸0, the edge is introduced from the electronic transitions
to empty energy levels and/or continuum states,

▶ If 𝐸 > 𝐸0, the X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) part is
induced, and two regimes of X-ray absorption near edge struc-
ture (XANES) and extended X-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) are included. XANES is normally positioned around
𝐸0 within ±10 eV, whereas EXAFS generally starts from 50
eV higher than 𝐸0 [88]. The photoelectrons are knocked out
with a kinetic energy of 𝐸k=𝐸 − 𝐸0, the wavelength of outgo-
ing photoelectrons can thus be expressed in �e =

ℎ√
2𝑚e(𝐸−𝐸0)

,

where𝑚e is the mass of an electron, and h the Planck constant.

The XAFS oscillation comes from the constructive and destructive
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interference of the electromagnetic waves between the ejected pho-
toelectrons and backscattered photoelectrons by the neighboring
atoms. The constructive interference will increase the electron dens-
ity, and a higher absorption probability can be achieved. Therefore,
a transition from constructive to destructive interference gives an
absorption variation from maximum to minimum. No XAFS can
be observed for monoatomic gas due to the absence of neighboring
atoms. Different regions are labeled in a XAS spectrum of liberat-
ing electrons from the 2p orbital of the Pt LIII edge in Figure 3.17
panel (a). Various information is provided by different regions. The
pre-edge could provide information about coordination geometry,

Figure 3.17: XAS spectra of PtO2
powder sample in fluorescence mode
(a) and its Fourier transformation
with a fit (b).
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and the position of the absorption edge in XANES, termed whiteline,
could indicate a higher or lower oxidation state compared to stand-
ard references with a known oxidation state, such as metal foil. The
inner shell electrons of the element with a higher oxidation state
are attracted by more coulombic forces from nuclei than a lower
oxidation state. More energy is required to liberate the inner shell
electrons, and an increased absorption probability comes from
additional unoccupied energy levels. Thus, the position of the
whiteline shifts to higher energy and a stronger whiteline intensity
(WLI) would be expected for a higher oxidation state.

EXAFS is sensitive to the local structure including the distance
to the neighboring atoms and the coordination number of the
near neighbors. The oscillation in EXAFS region, 𝜒(𝑘), can be
quantitatively analysed by EXAFS equation:

𝜒(𝑘) =
∑

j
𝐴j(𝑘)sin[2𝑘𝑅j + 𝜙j(𝑘)] (3.23)

where 𝐴j(𝑘) is the backscattered amplitude from atoms in the
jth shell, 𝑅j, the distance between atoms in the jth shell and
absorbing atom, and 𝜙j(𝑘), the phase shift caused by coulomb
interaction between atoms in the jth shell and absorbing atom,
𝑘, the wavenumber can be determined from 2𝜋

�e
. Moreover, this

equation can be extended after taking multiple scattering into
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consideration:

𝜒(𝑘) = ∑
j
𝑁j·𝑆2

0(𝑘)
𝑘·𝑅j

| 𝑓eff(𝑘)j | ·exp(−2𝑘2𝜎2
j ) · exp[−2𝑅j

∧(𝑘) ]sin[2𝑘𝑅j + 𝜙j(𝑘)]
(3.24)

where 𝑁j is the number of backscatters in jth shell, 𝑆2
0(𝑘), the

relaxation of the absorbing atom after the removal of the electron,
𝑓eff(𝑘)j, the effective amplitude of single scattering path, 𝜎j, the
Debye-Waller factor describing thermal disorder, and ∧(𝑘), the
mean free path of photoelectrons. EXAFS analysis is carried out by
fitting theoretical scattering pathways into background subtracted
experimental data. The theoretical paths are constructed based
on the crystalline structure of metal or metal oxides, and several
parameters in Eq. 3.24 are determined from ab initio theoretical
calculations, 𝑓eff(𝑘)j, 𝜙j(𝑘), ∧(𝑘), and 𝑅j. Fine-tuning of parameters:
𝑅j, 𝑁j, and 𝜎j to mitigate the difference between experimental
data and the theoretical model. 𝑆2

0 is normally obtained by fitting
a standard reference sample with a known crystalline structure
under the same experimental setup, and this value is generally
around 0.7- 1.1 [88]. Nonetheless, it can be higher in transmission
mode because of a strong fluorescence signal or lower in fluores-
cence mode coming from the self-absorption effect. Furthermore,
experimental conditions could also play a role. After the Fourier
transform of the EXAFS spectrum, the contributions from heavy
or light elements can be easily discerned. A Fourier transformed
EXAFS spectrum of PtO2 powder in the radial distance (without
phase correction) is shown in Figure 3.17 panel (b). The Pt-O and
Pt-Pt contributions are located at different radial distances. The
Pt-O radial distance is positioned at 1–2 Å, and the Pt-Pt scattering
paths are situated at around 3 Å.

Although XAS is an effective state-of-art technique of revealing
catalytic structure, however, it is hard to qualitatively differentiate
the XANES and EXAFS spectra for small oxidized platinum clusters
in subnanometer and atomically dispersed platinum catalysts
[89]. Therefore, a uniform sample containing an exclusive single
platinum atom becomes difficult to examine.

3.6 Scattering

Scattering involves processes of moving particles being forced to
deviate from their trajectories due to particles-particles collisions.
It can be divided into elastic and inelastic scattering regarding
the energy losses during collisions. X-ray diffraction can thus
be classified as a coherent elastic scattering of X-rays by crystal
atoms, and the terms “diffraction” and “scattering” are sometimes
interchangeable.
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3.6.1 X-ray diffraction

The diffraction pattern is formed from the intensity distribution
when an optical wave transmits through an aperture. It originates
from the constructive and destructive interference of the diffracted
X-rays. The constructive interference is obtained at a specific angle,
named Bragg angle �. At this angle, the optical path difference of
incident X-rays equals a multiple of the incident wavelength (�),
which can be expressed in Bragg’s law:

Incident X-rays Diffracted X-rays

 �

 2�

dhkl �

dsin

Figure 3.18: Scheme of Bragg’s law.

𝑛� = 2𝑑 sin� (3.25)

where 𝑛 is a positive integer, and 𝑑, the interplanar spacing. This
phenomenon also occurs when the wavelength of X-rays is in
the same order of magnitude as the interplanar spacing, termed
X-ray diffraction (XRD), and the schema is presented in Figure 3.18.
Further, the mean crystallite size, 𝜏, can be calculated from the
Scherrer equation:

𝜏 =
𝐾�

𝛽 cos�
(3.26)

where � is X-ray wavelength (1.54 Å for Cu-K𝛼), 𝛽, the peak
broadening of half-maximum intensity at 2�, in radians, and K,
a dimensionless shape factor. A perfect crystallinity without any
instrumental broadening is assumed by the Scherrer equation,
however, any crystalline defects, e.g., vacancies, dislocation, or
substitution, could lead to additional broadening. Smaller particles
with more crystalline defects can thus produce a broader linewidth
as compared to larger particles.

3.6.2 High-energy X-ray diffraction

In XRD, the reciprocal lattice is commonly used to analyze periodic
structures as the diffractograms can directly reflect the structure
change regardless of instrumental light sources. The reciprocal
vectors of the lattice, associated with the wavevector difference
between incoming and diffracted X-rays, can be determined by
the diffraction pattern of a crystal. The atomic arrangement can
thus be inferred. The reciprocal lattice is the Fourier transform
of the Bravais lattice15, and it thus exists in the spatial frequency15: from specific directions, the lat-

tice appears exactly in the same way
from any of the discrete lattice points
from any directions

domain, termed reciprocal space or k space, where k is wavevector.
The reciprocal space plays a similar role in obtaining a frequency
domain from the Fourier transform of a time-dependent domain.
Analogously, the periodicity of the real space can be represented by
the wavevectors of reciprocal lattice in the k space. Therefore, the re-
ciprocal space provides a way of visualizing the wavevectors which
can be mathematically derived from Laue equations, where 𝑞hkl
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=𝑘out-𝑘in, termed scattering vector, linking the difference between
incoming and outgoing waves of an elastic scattering by a crystal
lattice. The 𝑞hkl can be further expressed as:

𝑞hkl =
2𝜋𝑛
𝑑

(3.27)

where n are natural integers, d, the interplanar spacing. This ex-
pression can be explained in such a way that the incoming and
outgoing waves have the same phase at the lattice points where the
oscillations of the crystal atoms are resonated with. The diffracto-
grams become comparable in the way of wavelength/instrumental
independence as compared to the expression of Bragg’s law. 𝑞hkl
can be further derived from Bragg’s law:

𝑞hkl =
4𝜋
�

sin(�) (3.28)

In this study, the Pt/FeO𝑥 catalysts were studied by conventional
lab X-ray sources and in-situ HEXRD using a synchrotron facility
with the plate reactor described above. The oxidation and reduc-
tion pulsing experiments with 2 vol.% O2 and 2 vol.% H2, O2
modulation with both 0.2 vol.% CO and 5 vol.% O2, and 1 vol.%
CO and 4 vol.% O2, and CO modulation with 1 vol.% CO and 4
vol.% O2 were performed at 150, 250 and 350 ◦C, respectively.
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In Paper I & III, as-prepared supported Pt catalysts with differ-
ent Pt particle sizes on non-reducible and reducible supports,
Ptsmall/alumina, Ptlarge/alumina and Pt/ceria, were investigated
with respect to physicochemical properties and in Paper IV the
spent catalysts after reaction with H2O and NO were character-
ised. Kinetic studies together with theoretical calculations were
carried out to investigate the possible reaction mechanisms for CO
oxidation over Ptsmall/alumina and Ptlarge/alumina in Paper I, and
over Pt/ceria in Paper II. The kinetic studies were performed solely
for CO/H2O oxidation and CO/NO oxidation over Pt/alumina
and Pt/ceria in Paper IV. The evolution of surface species in terms
of temperature was explored by infrared spectroscopy for CO
oxidation in Paper III, and for CO/H2O oxidation and CO/NO ox-
idation in Paper IV. The local structure and long-range order were
scrutinized by XAS and HEXRD in Paper III & V, respectively.

4.1 Catalyst physicochemical properties

Before the investigation on the kinetics and catalytic functionality,
a description of the basic characteristics of the as-prepared 1 wt%
Pt/ceria and reference 2 wt% Ptsmall/alumina and Ptlarge/alumina
catalysts are summarized in Table 4.1 in Paper I & III, and the
comparison with the properties of spent catalysts after the CO/H2O
and CO/NO oxidation are discussed in Paper IV.

Table 4.1: Specific surface area (SSA) of catalysts and metal (SSAPt), Pt loading (XPt), metal dispersion (DPt), Pt particle
size (dPt), and support particle size (dsupport) for Pt/ceria and Pt/alumina.

SSA
/m2g−1

cat

XPt
/wt%

dsupport
/nm

d𝑎Pt
/nm

SSAPt
/m2g−1

cat

DPt
/%

d𝑏Pt
/nm

d𝑐Pt
/nm

1wt% Pt/ceria 131 1.06 8 / 1.92 73 1.5 1.0± 0.2
2wt% Ptsmall/alumina 140 1.91 6 / 2.65 56 2.0 1.3± 0.4
2 wt% Ptlarge/alumina 132 1.80 6 20 0.12 2.7 42 /
a Pt crystallite size; Calculated from XRD measurements
b Pt particle size; Obtained from CO chemisorption
c Pt particle size; Analysed from STEM images
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Figure 4.1: XRD patterns of the spent
Pt/ceria in (a) and Pt/alumina in
(b) after CO oxidation with H2O
(blue) and NO (orange), and as-
prepared Pt/ceria and Pt/alumina
catalysts (black). Reflection assign-
ments are assigned using reference
patterns (blue) from the Powder
Diffraction File𝑇𝑀 (PDF) database
for CeO2 (PDF 00-004-0593) and 𝛾-
Al2O3 (PDF 00-010-0425).

The SSA for the Pt/ceria, Ptsmall/alumina and Ptlarge/alumina
sample is 131, 140 and 132 m2/gcat, respectively. These values
match with the typical values for microporous materials, which
mainly contribute to the SSAs. The lower SSA for Ptlarge/alumina
might be due to a higher calcination temperature. The Pt loadings
of Pt/ceria, Ptsmall/alumina and Ptlarge/alumina are close to the
expected ones. Figure 4.1 shows the diffractogram for as-prepared
Pt/ceria and Ptsmall/alumina is analogous to the pattern for the
spent Pt/ceria and Ptsmall/alumina, which matches the reference
pattern for 𝛾-alumina (PDF 00-010-0425) and fluorite CeO2 (PDF
00-004-0593), respectively. No noticeable changes are observed in
crystallinity before and after reactions. The apparent crystallite
sizes for the support materials are calculated using the Scherrer
equation, to be 8 nm for ceria and around 6 nm for alumina be-
fore and after reactions. More specifically, the crystallite size for
Ptsmall/alumina is determined to be 6 nm after CO/H2O oxidation
and to be 7 nm after CO/NO oxidation. Also, the crystallite size of
support materials can be imaged by TEM in Figure 4.2. Around
10 nm crystallite sizes are revealed for ceria and alumina for the
as-prepared samples, and after reactions, the crystallite sizes of
7 and 10 nm are observed for ceria and alumina, respectively. A
larger deviation could be expected from TEM due to the selected
analysis regions and further complicated by the arbitrary orienta-
tions of the powder grains and the polycrystallinity nature of the
agglomerated particles with different orientations of crystal planes.
Further, the employed Scherrer equation is used assuming no
instrumental broadening and a perfect crystallinity. Nonetheless,
the crystallite sizes calculated from PXRD are in good agreement
with the observations from TEM. Regarding the Pt phase, a clear Pt
phase is observed for the diffractogram of Ptlarge/alumina, which
is reckoned to be 20 nm. No visible Pt phase can be observed for
the rest of the diffractogram, indicating the majority of the Pt crys-
tallites could either be too few to be detectable or too small and/or
amorphous to produce diffraction [90]. From the CO chemisorption,
the specific Pt area for as-prepared Pt/ceria is 1.92 m2/gcat with
73% dispersion. Whereas, a higher specific Pt area for as-prepared
Pt/ceria with a lower dispersion of 56%. The averaged Pt particle
size is 1.5, 2, and 42 nm for as-prepared Pt/ceria, Ptsmall/alumina
and Ptlarge/alumina, respectively. The presence of Pt particles can
also be observed by electron microscopy measurements. Figure
4.2 displays the micrographs of TEM and STEM before and after
reactions where the Pt particle size distribution (PSD) is analysed.
For Pt/ceria catalysts, the Pt particles are not clearly revealed in
TEM images. This partially comes from the small mass difference
between Pt and Ce, and in part, due to a poor mass-thickness
contrast. Whereas, the Pt particles can be discerned from STEM
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Figure 4.2: High-resolution TEM and STEM-HAADF micrographs of the as-prepared Pt/ceria (panel a) and Pt/alumina
(panel b), the spent Pt/ceria (panel c) and Pt/alumina (panel d) catalysts after CO oxidation with H2O, and the spent
Pt/ceria (panel e) and Pt/alumina (panel f) after CO oxidation with NO.
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images thanks to the difference in the Z number. The majority
of Pt particles range from 0.8 to 1.2 nm with a mean Pt particle
size of 1 nm for as-prepared Pt/ceria. The Pt particles appear in
a wider range within 0.7-1.5 nm. After reactions, the majority of
the Pt particles are in the range of 0.5-1.3 nm with the same mean
Pt particle size of 1 nm in comparison with as-prepared Pt/ceria.
As for Pt/alumina after reactions, the Pt particles mainly fall in
a broader range of 0.7-2.5 nm with a larger mean particle size of
1.62 and 1.82 nm for CO/H2O and CO/NO oxidation, respectively.
This could be as a result of a potential agglomeration after the
reactions. The results from PSD analysis agree with the results of
the Pt phase of not being visible from PXRD. Therefore, there is
no such observation of sintering for Pt particles and significant
change for the support.
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Figure 4.3: XRD patterns of the iron
oxide without calcination and cal-
cined at different temperatures, and
subsequent calcination at different
temperatures after loading Pt. Re-
flection assignments are assigned
using reference patterns from the
Powder Diffraction File𝑇𝑀 (PDF)
database for Pt (PDF 00-004-0802),
magnetite (PDF 00-065-0731), and
hematite (PDF 04-003-2900).

Commenting on the properties of iron oxide described in Paper V,
different types of drying methods including rotation evaporator at
40 ◦C, freeze drying, vacuum drying at room temperature or 60 ◦C
were used. Among these, vacuum drying at room temperature and
freeze drying exhibit the highest surface area of around 120 m2/g,
and the rest show a slightly lower surface area of roughly 110 m2/g.
After drying, the precipitates are further calcined at 250, 300,
and 350 ◦C resulting in a surface area of 120±0.8, 103±0.2 and
67±0.6 m2/g. The diffractograms of iron oxides calcined at different
temperatures as well as the reference patterns of magnetite (PDF 00-
065-0731) and hematite (PDF 04-003-2900), are displayed in Figure
4.3. One can clearly see that different iron oxide phases are present
as a result of different calcination temperatures. The diffractograms
of iron oxides without calcination, calcined at 250 and 300◦C match
the phase of magnetite and maghemite. Maghemite exhibits an
analogous XRD pattern to the one of magnetite coming from a
similar crystal structure but with a different oxidation state after
oxidation. Whereas, the diffractogram of iron oxides calcined at
350◦C displays a mixed phase between maghetite and hematite,
and the one calcined at 450 ◦C matches the reference pattern
of hematite, which signifies a complete phase transition from
maghemite to hematite at 450◦C. Based on the diffractograms, the
crystallite sizes of different types of iron oxides are calculated
to be 12, 13, 20, and 27 nm for iron oxide without calcination,
calcined at 250, 300, and 350◦C, respectively. After loading the
Pt precursor on the support of maghemite, the Pt loading for 1
wt% Pt/maghemite is measured to be 1.2 wt% and for 1 wt%
Pt/hematite is 0.8 wt%. Further calcination after loading Pt is
carried out at 250, 350, and 500 ◦C. The resulting diffractograms
show a maghemite, maghemite-hematite, and hematite phase,
respectively. No visible Pt phase for a calcination temperature at
250 and 350◦C and a weak Pt phase is observed when calcined at
500 ◦C. SEM micrographs display a different morphology for iron
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oxides calcined at different temperatures and the Pt particles can
be observed for both Pt/maghemite and Pt/hematite from STEM
images.

4.2 Kinetic behaviour

4.2.1 Ignition and extinction behaviours
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d) Pt/alumina

a) Pt/ceria
Ignition
Extinction

W. water

Dry CO oxidation 

W NO

c) Pt/ceria

Preadsorbed water

Preadsorbed NO

W. water

Dry CO oxidation

W. NO

Figure 4.4: Ignition (dashed lines)
and extinction (solid lines) profile
over Pt/ceria (panel a) and Pt/alu-
mina (panel b) for dry CO oxidation
(black) with 0.2 vol.% CO and 1 vol.%
O2, CO oxidation with 2 vol.% H2O
(blue) and 300 ppm NO (orange). Ig-
nition profile over Pt/ceria (panel
c) and Pt/alumina (panel d) with
pre-adsorbed H2O (blue) and NO
(orange) followed by dry CO oxida-
tion with 0.2 vol.% CO and 1 vol.%
O2.

The kinetics of CO oxidation over the catalysts is reflected by the
ignition and extinction behaviors in Paper IV. Figure 4.4 shows the
CO conversion profiles in the presence of either H2O or NO, dry
CO oxidation as a reference, over Pt/ceria (panel a) and Pt/alumina
(panel b) during heating (ignition)-cooling (extinction) ramps, and
the CO oxidation profiles after H2O or NO pre-adsorption are
displayed in panel c and d. It is clear that the hysteresis moves
to a lower temperature for CO/H2O oxidation over Pt/ceria as
compared to dry CO oxidation. On the contrary, the hysteresis
shifts towards a higher temperature for CO/NO oxidation. The
temperatures where 50% conversion is reached, termed T50, which
is 155 ◦C for dry CO oxidation during ignition. This is shifted to
114 ◦C by H2O and to 248 ◦C by NO. For the extinction process, the
T50 decreases from 145 ◦C for dry CO oxidation to 99 ◦C by H2O
and increases to 224 ◦C by NO. The differences between T50s from
ignition and extinction is 10, 15 and 24 ◦C for dry CO oxidation,
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Figure 4.5: CO and O2 pressure
dependencies of the turnover fre-
quency over Pt/ceria (panel a) per-
formed at 125 ◦C and Pt/alumina
(panel b) at 145 ◦C. The reaction or-
ders were obtained by linear fitting.

CO/H2O and CO/NO oxidation, respectively. The activity of CO
oxidation is significantly enhanced by H2O and inhibited by NO
for Pt/ceria, which is in line with the previous studies [36, 91]. The
enhanced activity from H2O suggests that H2O can surpass the CO
self-poisoning by the complementary reaction pathways from the
interfacial sites. One possibility is that the strong CO adsorption on
ionic platinum, considered as spectator species, can be weakened
by the co-adsorption of H2O and OH species. Another possibility
is the reaction occurs via other reaction pathways with a lower
activation barrier. Whereas, the NO inhibition may come from the
competitive adsorption between CO and NO on Pt sites. A further
blockage for the interface sites may proceed from the formation of
the nitrate and carbonate species. The H2O promotion can also be
manifested by the CO oxidation profile after pre-adsorbed H2O
with a noticeable CO conversion at 35 ◦C. The T50 is 90 ◦C, which
is lower than the one with co-feeding H2O. This can be explained
by the higher availability of OH species at the interfacial sites
for pre-adsorbed H2O, whereas competitive adsorption between
CO and H2O on Pt particles may proceed when co-feeding CO
and H2O. Likewise, a lower T50 is expected for the pre-adsorption
with NO as compared to co-feeding with NO since NO desorbs at
critical temperatures for pre-adsorbed NO. As opposed to Pt/ceria,
a sudden change in the ignition-extinction profiles and lower
conversion are observed at low temperatures because of more
prone to CO self-poisoning for Pt/alumina. The T50s are, in general,
at higher temperatures for Pt/alumina as compared to Pt/ceria.
For extinction, T50 deviates from 161 to 139 ◦C by H2O and to 191 ◦C
by NO exhibiting an identical influences by H2O and NO but to
a less extent. This signifies the support effect where the interface
sites provide the possibility of other reaction pathways by H2O as
well as the probability of being blocked by nitrates. Therefore, the
lower activation by H2O and deactivation by NO for Pt/alumina
are largely due to the absence of interface sites. This can also be
evidenced by a similar T50 of ignition profile with pre-adsorbed
NO and co-feeding NO. Coming to the ignition, T50 moves from
185 to 161 ◦C by H2O and to 215 ◦C by NO. The T50 of ignition after
the H2O pre-adsorption appears to be 171 ◦C, which is lower than
for dry CO oxidation but higher than for CO/H2O oxidation. This
can be an indication that H2O may play a distinctive role in CO
oxidation for Pt/ceria and Pt/alumina.

4.2.2 Linking to microscopic reaction mechanisms

The reaction order measurements are performed for dry CO ox-
idation over Pt/ceria and Pt/alumina in a low conversion region
below 22%, where the reaction rate is controlled by kinetics in
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Paper II. The O2 and CO reaction order for CO oxidation for
Pt/ceria is measured to be 0.10 and -0.18, respectively, in Figure 4.5.
This could be an indication for the Mars-van Krevelen mechanism
and can be further validated by kinetic Monte Carlo simulations
with parameters evaluated from DFT calculations based on a rod
model with 32 Pt atoms exposing Pt(111) surface to CeO2 (111)
surface. The detailed reaction pathways include CO adsorption,
desorption, and diffusion, and O2 dissociative adsorption and
desorption, and diffusion. CO2 could be formed from the reaction
between adsorbed CO and adsorbed atomic oxygen or lattice oxy-
gen. Oxygen vacancies are thus created and can be refilled by the
molecularly adsorbed oxygen, which further reacts with adsorbed
CO to generate CO2. Opposite to Pt/ceria, the reaction orders
for CO oxidation over Pt/alumina are 0.62 for O2 and -1.09 for
CO, which follows the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism. The
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Figure 4.6: CO, O2 and H2O pres-
sure dependencies of the reaction
rates over Pt/ceria (panel a,b) per-
formed at 45 ◦C and Pt/alumina
(panel c,d) at 127 ◦C. The reaction
orders were obtained by linear fit-
ting.

reaction order measurements are further performed for CO/H2O
oxidation over Pt/ceria and Pt/alumina with respect to CO, O2
and H2O as shown in Figure 4.6. The CO, O2, and H2O reaction
order is -0.39, 0.0013, and -0.08, respectively, for CO oxidation over
Pt/ceria. These results suggest a promoted Mars-van Krevelen
mechanism via new reaction pathways [92, 93], which includes
adsorbed CO reacting with OH species from H2O dissociation
forming carboxyl (COOH) on Pt. CO2 and H2O can be generated
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by a further reaction with OlatH using the lattice oxygen at the
interface. Afterward, the vacancies can be refilled in a similar way
as mentioned above. However, these reaction pathways show there
is no H2O consumed in the reaction cycle. This is in line with our
measurements of the H2O reaction order of -0.08, which is close
to 0. The H2O concentration exhibits barely dependency on the
reaction rate, however, it is crucial for the availability of OH species.
This can be the explanation for a lower ignition temperature with
pre-adsorbed H2O than co-feeding with H2O since competitive
adsorption between CO and H2O on the Pt particles may hinder
the CO oxidation reaction rate. As for Pt/alumina, the CO reaction
order is -0.84 and O2 reaction order is 0.68, and H2O reaction
order is 0.25. This suggests a Langmuir-Hinshelwood reaction
mechanism for Pt/alumina and the influence of the amount of
H2O on the reaction rate when the H2O concentration is between
0.8 to 2 vol.%. One possible reaction mechanism is that the sug-
gested COOH still can be formed but CO2 is generated via proton
exchange with H2O and OH [94]. Another explanation is that H2O
can probably weaken the CO adsorption on Pt sites and lower the
reaction barrier of CO/H2O oxidation [95, 96]. Although unlikely,
the CO2 production can also be generated from the decomposition
of bridged hydrogen carbonate (br-(CO2)OH) species. Therefore,
H2O may play a distinctive role for CO oxidation over Pt/ceria
and Pt/alumina.

Additionally, the reaction order measurements are performed for
Ptsmall/alumina and Ptlarge/alumina under lean and rich condi-
tions, and the reaction orders are summarized in Table 4.2 in Paper
I. The lean reaction order for CO and O2 at 145 ◦C is -0.75 and
0.68, respectively. For the rich conditions at 265 ◦C, the CO reaction
order is -0.76, whereas the O2 reaction order becomes 1.01, as same
as the one observed at 275 ◦C. The discrepancy in O2 reaction
order might come from a low CO conversion of 6-16% for the
lean and rich conditions. However, for the rich conditions, the O2
conversion is 27-30%, which means oxygen mass transfer limits the
CO conversion, and the O2 reaction order can thus become 1. For
the Ptlarge/alumina catalyst, the lean reaction order for CO is -0.77
at 215 ◦C and -0.78 at 235 ◦C. The O2 reaction order is 1.03 at 195 ◦C
and 1.14 at 215 ◦C. In rich conditions at 325 and 340 ◦C, the CO
reaction order is -0.9 and -0.99, respectively, while the O2 reaction
order is 1.16 at 325 ◦C. The reaction orders under rich conditions are
measured below 10% CO conversion, which leads to an O2 conver-
sion of 7-12%. No matter whether under lean or rich conditions, an
O2 reaction order of around 1 is obtained, and the CO reaction order
becomes closer to -1 from lean to rich conditions. In order to validate
this, computational analysis of reaction orders is performed using
micro-kinetic modeling based on different reaction paths and differ-
ent types of assumptions for adsorbate-adsorbate interaction. The
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Catalysts Conditions Reaction orders
Mixture 𝑝(CO) (kPa) 𝑝(O2) (kPa) Temperature (◦C) nco no2

Ptsmall/alumina Lean 0.14-0.335 2 418 -0.75
Lean 0.05 0.63-1.11 145 0.68
Rich 0.21-0.37 0.1 265 -0.76
Rich 0.2 0.02-0.07 265 1.01
Rich 0.2 0.02-0.06 275 1.01

Ptlarge/alumina Lean 0.095-0.245 2 215 -0.77
Lean 0.17-0.305 2 235 -0.78
Lean 0.05 0.73-2.03 195 1.03
Lean 0.05 0.73-1.53 215 1.14
Rich 0.22-0.33 0.1 325 -0.90
Rich 0.21-0.37 0.1 340 -0.99
Rich 0.2 0.015-0.085 325 1.16

Table 4.2: Reaction orders
over Ptsmall/alumina and
Ptlarge/alumina under lean
and rich conditions.

reaction pathways include the classical Langmuir-Hinshelwood
mechanism with only dissociatively adsorbed oxygen, extended
Langmuir-Hinshelwood including both dissociative and molecular
oxygen adsorption, and one site O2 adsorption and dissociation.
Different models for adsorbate-adsorbate interactions of linear
and non-linear dependency on coverage for the adsorption energy
are considered. Another possibility is to employ a quasi-chemical
approach, which describes the ad-species arrangement caused by
lateral interactions.

4.3 Catalytic functionality

The ad-species during reaction conditions with decreasing tem-
peratures (extinction) are explored by IR spectroscopy in Paper III
for dry CO oxidation, and both ignition and extinction are invest-
igated in Paper IV for CO/H2O and CO/NO oxidation. Detailed
peak assignments based on different adsorption configurations
employed in this study are listed in Table 4.3.

4.3.1 Evolution of surface species

CO oxidation

In Figure 4.7, panel a and c display the wavenumber region for CO2
gas phase as a product of catalytic reaction with CO conversions
measured by mass spectroscopy, panel b and d show a spectral
region of different CO ad-species on Pt/ceria and Pt/alumina.
Starting from the highest temperature for the Pt/ceria catalyst, an
obvious CO2 production together with a maximum intensity of
�̃CO2

gas can be observed. Meanwhile, an absorption peak at 2107 cm−1

with a fwhm of 20-30 cm−1 can be clearly noticed and can be as-
signed to linear CO adsorbed on ionic platinum (�̃CO

lin (Pt2+)). This
species can be considered as a spectator in the presence of CO
and O2, and the CO gas phase appears to be in equilibrium with
the band intensity, which increases with lowering temperatures.
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Figure 4.7: Operando spectroscopic results for Pt/ceria (panel a,b) and Pt/alumina (panel c,d) during catalytic CO oxidation
extinction. CO2 gas phase spectra with noted CO conversions measured with mass spectrometry (panel a,c) and spectral
region for CO adsorbed on Pt (panel b,d) with sample temperatures in ◦C in presence of 0.2 vol.% CO and 1 vol.% O2.

However, the assignment of this peak is ambiguous since the
difficulties lie in the distinguishing atomically dispersed platinum
and oxidised platinum clusters or PtO𝑥 patches on particles exper-
imentally due to the non-uniformity of sample [89, 97]. This peak
can be assigned to CO adsorbed on atomically dispersed platinum
due to the character of being catalytically inactive, however, a
sharper peak is expected for this species prepared by a sol-gel
method and incipient wetness impregnation with a hydrothermal
post-treatment [98, 99]. Contradictorily, the IR peak at 2095 cm−1 is
assigned to CO adsorbed on oxidised platinum clusters [89] rather
than atomically dispersed platinum. Whereas, the bond between
CO and atomically dispersed platinum is shown to be weak for
catalysts prepared by incipient wetness using strong electrostatic
adsorption, which is more comparable to the catalysts used in this
study [89]. Likewise, CO adsorbed on rather oxidised platinum
particles at 2112 cm−1 appears to be close to the peak in this study
[26]. Therefore, the peak in our study is closer to the case of CO
adsorbed on oxidised platinum clusters and/or PtO𝑥 patches on
particles, where the CO adsorbed on platinum could react with the
O from platinum oxides for CO oxidation, although the present
result is proved to catalytically inactive platinum oxides [100]. With
decreasing temperatures, a smooth decay is observed for the intens-
ity of the �̃CO2

gas band together with a continuous grow of �̃CO
lin (Pt2+)

band. Reaching 125 ◦C, less CO2 is produced, and a shoulder at
2078 cm−1 starts to appear, which can be assigned to CO linearly
bonded to partially oxidized platinum (�̃CO

lin (Pt𝛿+)) and indicates
the reduction of oxidized platinum by CO during the extinction.
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At 81 ◦C, the CO2 production is almost vanished. This extinction
behavior signifies that partially oxidised platinum particles are the
active phase for CO oxidation in the high activity region, which
is in line with the previous studies [100, 101]. Continuing with
the reference Pt/alumina sample, an obvious CO2 formation with
100% CO conversion can be observed at 211 ◦C whereas no CO
ad-species can be seen showing that the catalyst is exempt from CO
poisoning. Upon decreasing temperature, a continuous decrease
until 116 ◦C in the intensity of the �̃CO2

gas band is seen before it drops.
An abrupt change rather than a smooth decay in the intensity of
�̃CO2

gas band is observed, which is correlated with the sudden drop
in CO2 production. At 133 ◦C, from where the �̃CO

lin bands start to
be discerned when there is CO2 formation, which can be explained
by the variety of Pt particle size associated with a different activity.
Reaching 108 ◦C, the �̃CO2

gas band becomes hardly visible, and the
�̃CO

lin bands continue to grow as well as the �̃CO
br bands start to evolve.

Simultaneously, the CO oxidation activity drops reflecting the Pt
sites get CO self-poisoned. With a further decrease in temperature,
three peaks at 2112, 2090, and 2069 cm−1 can be assigned to CO
linearly adsorbed on ionic platinum (�̃CO

lin (Pt2+)), partially oxidized
platinum (�̃CO

lin (Pt𝛿+)) and metallic platinum (�̃CO
lin (Pt0)), respect-

ively. The peaks at 1881 and 1835 cm−1 are assigned to CO adsorbed
on platinum particles in bridged configuration (�̃CO

br ). During the
extinction, a red-shift of the �̃CO

lin (Pt0) band might be expected due
to the reduction of oxidised platinum particles, however, this is not
clearly observed as it can be counteracted by the blue-shift from
increased CO coverage.

CO/H2O oxidation

Moving to the CO/H2O oxidation, an obvious �̃CO2
gas band with

around 29% CO2 production is observed at 37 ◦C for Pt/ceria where
the catalyst is circumvented from CO self-poisoning. Although
a considerable CO2 formation, �̃CO

lin (Pt𝛿+) and �̃CO
lin (Pt0) band at

2081 and 2058 cm−1 can be clearly seen [54, 83]. However, the peak
at 2081 cm−1 can also be ascribed to CO bonded to Pt kink sites
surrounded with OH (�̃CO

lin (Pt(OH)) for Pt/alumina [102], and this
band appears to be active for low-temperature CO/H2O oxidation.
Although unlikely, this band has been shown to be CO bonded
to Ce3+ on hydroxylated CeO2 for single-atom Au on ceria [103],
as CO binds strongly to Pt and a fast O2 replenishment would
be expected for the oxygen vacancies [104, 105]. A minor peak at
1832 cm−1 is assignable to bridge-bonded CO on larger platinum
particles (�̃CO

br ). During the ignition, the intensity of the �̃CO2
gas band

continuously grows whereas the �̃CO
lin (Pt0) band starts to disappear

and almost vanish at 125 ◦C. �̃CO
lin (Pt0) has been shown to be active

species for dry CO oxidation [106]. At 134 ◦C, a roughly 10 cm−1
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Figure 4.8: In situ infrared difference spectra (hydrogen treated sample as reference) collected at indicated sample
temperatures while increasing (panel a and c) and decreasing (panel b and d) the sample temperature in steps in the
presence of 0.2 vol.% CO, 1 vol.% O2 and 2 vol.% H2O (Ar as balance). The measured global CO conversion is indicated at
each temperature.

red-shift can be observed for the 2081 cm−1 peak. This is partly
due to an increased electron donation from Pt to the 2𝜋* orbital of
adsorbed CO, and partly because of a less dipole-dipole coupling
with decreased CO coverage [107]. Reaching 157 ◦C, the CO ad-
species are hardly visible with 100% CO conversion. During the
extinction, the intensity of �̃CO2

gas gradually decreases. At 125 ◦C,
the �̃CO

lin (Pt𝛿+) and/or �̃CO
lin (Pt(OH)) band start to evolve. Reaching

103 ◦C, a shoulder at 2058 cm−1 starts to appear. At 37 ◦C, a red-
shift of 6 cm−1 is observed for the �̃CO

lin (Pt𝛿+) and/or �̃CO
lin (Pt(OH)

band coming from CO coverage effect. A red-shift but to a different
extent obtained during ignition and extinction might be a result
of a slower CO coverage build-up for extinction, which might be
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associated with H2O and OH coverage. Interestingly, there is no
shift for the �̃CO

lin (Pt0) band during the extinction. This signifies
some CO ad-species on Pt could be isolated by H2O and/or OH
[108]. For the Pt/alumina catalyst, no �̃CO2

gas band is observed at
36 ◦C whereas CO ad-species are clearly noticed in Figure 4.8 panel
c when the catalyst is CO self-poisoned. Analogous to Pt/ceria, the
peak at 2085 cm−1 could be assigned to �̃CO

lin (Pt𝛿+) or �̃CO
lin (Pt(OH)),

and the peaks at 2058 and 2044 cm−1 are assigned to �̃CO
lin (Pt0) [86,

109, 110]. More evident �̃CO
lin (Pt0) bands indicate a less strong support

effect in comparison with ceria. The peak at 1825 cm−1 is assigned
to �̃CO

br [26]. During the ignition, an evident �̃CO2
gas band is suddenly

noted at 94 ◦C. This abrupt intensity change in �̃CO
lin and �̃CO

br bands
is associated with the sudden change in CO2 production showing
catalyst starts to be free from CO poisoning. Simultaneously, the
�̃CO

lin (Pt0) band red-shifts by 7 cm−1. At 103 ◦C, the �̃CO
br band is

hardly visible, and minor �̃CO
lin (Pt0) bands are discernible, which

reflect the particle size effect on the activity for CO oxidation.
Reaching 136 ◦C, hardly any CO ad-species are visible and the Pt
sites are free from CO poisoning. During the extinction, the �̃CO2

gas
band reaches the maximum intensity until 103 ◦C from where it
drops and �̃CO

lin bands start to evolve. A considerable decrease in
CO2 production at 83 ◦C is associated with the intensity increase of
the �̃CO

lin and �̃CO
br bands. At 64 ◦C, the �̃CO2

gas band is almost vanished
whereas the �̃CO

lin (Pt0) bands become even stronger. During the
extinction, one would expect a red-shift of the bands for CO ad-
species due to the reduction of oxidised Pt particles. However,
this can be seen at 94 ◦C for the �̃CO

lin (Pt0) band with a red-shift
of 1-2 cm−1. This band is further blue-shifted by 5 cm−1 due to
increased CO coverage. A comparison between dry CO oxidation
and CO/H2O oxidation is made to explore the H2O influence based
on unaffected extinction coefficients of CO ad-species for these two
reactions [111]. Compared to dry CO oxidation, the absorption peaks
for adsorbed CO over Pt/ceria red-shifts from 2107 to 2075 cm−1

by 32 cm−1 and from 2078 to 2058 cm−1 by 20 cm−1 together with
intensity transfer from high to low wavenumber. This is in line
with the observations in literature [112, 113]. A likely explanation
is an increased 2𝜋* back donation from Pt to CO coming from
an increased electron density of Pt, which is caused by a less
metal-support interaction due to the presence of H2O/OH species
on ceria [113]. Moreover, the co-adsorption between H2O/OH
species and CO on Pt can weaken the binding between CO and
Pt [103]. Analogously, the absorption band for CO ad-species in
atop for Pt/alumina red-shifts by 20-30 cm−1 but a lower linear to
bridge ratio as compared to Pt/ceria. This can be explained by the
difference in particle size between the two samples. Additionally,
the bands for CO ad-species in bridged configuration red-shift
10 cm−1 since H2O/OH species is co-adsorbed in an opposite-
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pointing dipole configuration. However, it appears to be less
energetically favorable due to a larger induced dipole for bridged
CO adsorption.

CO/NO oxidation

The CO/NO oxidation over Pt/ceria and Pt/alumina is first in-
vestigated by time-resolved spectra at 35 ◦C in Figure 4.9 panel a
and b. Starting from Pt/ceria, CO ad-species at 2104 and 2090 cm−1

are assigned to �̃CO
lin (Pt2+) and �̃CO

lin (Pt𝛿+). With increasing time, the
�̃CO

lin (Pt2+) band is blue-shifted by 25 cm−1 as well as an intensity
transfer from low to high wavenumber indicating that oxidized
platinum particles are formed in the presence of NO already at
35 ◦C. A possible explanation is that nitrate species formed from
NO/NO2 at around the platinum-support boundary sites, thus
taking the electrons from Pt. A less likely is that the produced
NO2 as a strong oxidant can adsorb molecularly and subsequently
dissociate [114] with oxidation and reduction of NO𝑥 at the same
time. Although unlikely under oxygen access conditions, the sur-
face platinum oxides can be formed by a direct NO dissociation on
Pt [115, 116] . Table 4.3 displays a summary of the peaks at lower
wavenumbers based on the literature. However, some peaks are
still not straightforward to assign. At the beginning, the peaks
at 1606, 1393, 1218, 1037, and 3617 cm−1 (not shown) are assigned
to bridged hydrogen carbonate (br-(CO2)OH) species adsorbed
on ceria where the 1606 and 1393 cm−1 bands originate from the
asymmetric stretch splitting (�̃as) of CO2−

3 and 1037 cm−1 belongs
to the symmetric stretch (�̃s), while the bending (𝛿) and vibrational
(�̃) modes of OH are at 1218 and 3617 cm−1 [82, 84]. At 30 min,
the peak at 1186 cm−1 starts to evolve, which could be nitroxyl
anion (NO−) or �̃as of bidentate chelating nitrite (b-NO2) adsorbed
on ceria as they are not spectroscopically distinguishable [117].
The corresponding �̃s band can be masked by adsorbed nitrate
and carbonate species. However, the presence of the combination
band of �̃as and �̃s at 2477 cm−1 signifies the existence of b-NO2.
Simultaneously, two weak bands appears at 1361 and 1058 cm−1

attributed to the cis-hyponitrite (cis-N2O2−
2 ). New peaks show up at

the expense of the disappearance of cis-N2O2−
2 band. After two hrs,

the maxima of new peaks reach at 1605, 1591, 1581, 1551, 1475, 1433,
1322, 1276, 1240, 1212, 1033 and 1010 cm−1. Among those, peaks
at 1605 and 1322 cm−1 can possibly be due to adsorbed NO2 due
to a fast disappearance after the increasing temperature in Figure
4.9 panel c. The peaks at 1591, 1212, and 1010 cm−1 belong to the
bridged nitrate (br-NO3) adsorbed on the ceria. The assignment
for the peak at 1433 cm−1 is not straightforward. One possibility is
polydentate (p-NO3) or water-solvated nitrate (NO3(OH)) as well
as the
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Figure 4.9: CO oxidation with NO from Pt/ceria (panel a) and Pt/alumina (panel b) at 35 ◦C with time-resolved spectral
region for CO adsorbed on Pt and nitrates/carbonates. This is followed by increasing (panel a and c) and decreasing
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balance).
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Table 4.3: Assignment of Species in wavenumber range of 1000-2200 cm−1 the over Pt/ceria and Pt/alumina during CO/NO oxidation

Wavenumber /cm−1 Assignment Species Notation Reference
2112,2107,2104 linear CO adsorbed on oxidic Pt lin-CO-Pt2+ �̃(CO) [54, 86, 110, 118]
2090,2081,2078 linear CO adsorbed on partially oxidized Pt lin-CO-Pt𝛿+ �̃(CO) [83, 86, 110, 118]
2069,2058 linear CO adsorbed on metallic Pt lin-CO-Pt0 �̃(CO) [86, 110, 118]
1843,1832 bridge CO adsorbed on Pt br-CO �̃(CO) [26]

1930 CO adsorbed on interface site
linear NO adsorbed on oxidized Pt

CO-Pt(Ce3+)
NO-Pt2+ �̃(CO),�̃(NO) [83, 119]

1750 linear NO adsorbed on metaillic Pt lin-NO-Pt0 �̃(NO) [119]
1675,1691 bridged NO adsorbed on metallic Pt br-NO-Pt0 �̃(NO) [120, 121]
1606,1393,1037 bridged hydrogen carbonate on ceria br-(CO2)OH �̃𝑎𝑠(CO2−

3 ) splitting, �̃𝑠(CO2−
3 ) [82, 84]

1587,1297,1010 bidentate carbonate on ceria b-CO3 �̃𝑎𝑠(CO2−
3 ) splitting, �̃𝑠(CO2−

3 ) [122]
1218,3617 bridged hydrogen carbonate on ceria br-(CO2)OH 𝛿(OH),�̃(OH) [82, 84]
1186 nitrosyl anion on ceria NO− �̃(NO) [123, 124]
1361,1058 cis -hyponitrite on ceria cis -N2O2 �̃(N=N), �̃(NO) [124, 125]
1605,1322 gaseous or weakly adsorbed NO2 on ceria NO2 �̃𝑎𝑠(NO),�̃𝑠(NO) [125]
1591,1212,1010 bridged nitrate on ceria br-NO3 �̃𝑎𝑠(NO2−

3 ) splitting, �̃𝑠(NO2−
3 ) [85, 87]

1581,1240,1033 bidentate nitrate on ceria b-NO3 �̃𝑎𝑠(NO2−
3 ) splitting, �̃𝑠(NO2−

3 ) [85, 87]
1551,1276,1010 monodentate nitrate on ceria m-NO3 �̃𝑎𝑠(NO2−

3 ) splitting, �̃𝑠(NO2−
3 ) [85, 87]

1433, 1322 polydentate nitrate/ water-solvated nitrate
nitro compound/trans-hoponitrite on ceria

p-NO3/ NO3
−(OH)

NO2/ trans-N2O2

�̃𝑎𝑠(NO2−
3 ) splitting/�̃𝑎𝑠(NO2−

3 ) splitting
�̃𝑎𝑠(NO),�̃𝑠(NO)/�̃(N=N) [87, 125, 126]

1475,1033 monodentate nitrite/polydentate carbonate on ceria m-NO2/p-CO3 �̃(N=N),�̃(NO),�̃(C=O) [122, 126]
1655,1228,(1429) bridged carbonate/bridged hydrogen carbonate on alumina br-CO3/br-(CO2)OH �̃𝑎𝑠(CO2−

3 ) splitting/�̃(CO),𝛿(COH), �̃𝑠(CO2−
3 ) [127]

1618,1274 bridged nitrate on alumina br-NO3 �̃𝑎𝑠(NO2−
3 ) splitting [127, 128]

1596,1308 bidentate nitrate on alumina b-NO3 �̃𝑎𝑠(NO2−
3 ) splitting [127, 128]

1553,1308 monodentate nitrate on alumina m-NO3 �̃𝑎𝑠(NO2−
3 ) splitting [127, 128]

1416, 1344 polydentate nitrate/ water-solvated nitrate
nitro compound/trans-hoponitrite on alumina

p-NO3/NO3(OH)
NO2/ trans-N2O2

2−
�̃𝑎𝑠(NO2−

3 ) splitting/�̃𝑎𝑠(NO2−
3 ) splitting

�̃𝑎𝑠(NO),�̃𝑠(NO)/�̃(N=N) [87, 129]
1487 monodentate nitrite on alumina m-NO2 �̃(N=N) [127, 128]
1738,1402,1220 bridged carbonate adsorbed on ceria br-CO3 �̃𝑎𝑠(CO2−

3 ) splitting, �̃𝑠(CO2−
3 ) [[81]]

1490,1371 monodentate carbonate adsorbed on ceria m-CO3 �̃𝑎𝑠(CO2−
3 ) splitting [82, 84]

1460,1357 polydentate carbonate adsorbed on ceria p-CO3 �̃𝑎𝑠(CO2−
3 ) splitting [122]

1544,1255 bidentate carbonate adsorbed on alumina b-CO3 �̃𝑎𝑠(CO2−
3 ) splitting [130]

1459,1352 polydentate carbonate adsorbed on alumina p-CO3 �̃𝑎𝑠(CO2−
3 ) splitting [130]
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peak at 1322 cm−1. Although less likely due to the presence of
O2, this could be nitro species (NO2) adsorbed on ceria. This
peak could also be �̃as of trans-hyponitrite. However, the absence
of a �̃s band makes this assignment unlikely. A minor peak at
1475 cm−1 could be �̃as of monodentate nitrite (m-NO2) together
with peak at 1033 cm−1. A more likely assignment is polydentate
carbonate (p-CO3), however, the splitting band might be too weak
to observe. The peaks at 1750 and 1674 cm−1 are assigned to linear
and bridged NO adsorbed on Pt (�̃NO

lin (Pt0), �̃NO
br (Pt0)) [114]. A

less likely possibility for the 1750 cm−1 band is �̃as of bridged
carbonate (br-CO3). However, the rest of the vibration modes are
not observed. The minor peak at 1930 cm−1 could be either CO
molecules adsorbed on the interface sites of Pt/ceria (�̃CO

lin (Pt-Ce3+)
or NO adsorbed on oxidic platinum (�̃NO

lin (Pt2+)) [83, 119]. Eventually,
the ceria surface is mainly covered by nitrates. For the Pt/alumina
catalyst, the peaks at 2077 and 2090 cm−1 are ascribed to �̃CO

lin (Pt𝛿+).
With increasing time, the �̃CO

lin (Pt𝛿+) bands are shifted to 2088 and
2130 cm−1, respectively. Analogously, the nitrate species prevail
on the surface and continuously replace the carbonates, which
are produced during pretreatment, and thereby more and more
negative peaks show up. At 5 min, peaks at 1655 and 1228 cm−1 are
assigned to br-CO3 or bridged hydrogen carbonate (br-(CO2)OH)
with the peak at 1429 cm−1. Reaching 40 min, nitrate species start
to build up on the alumina surface and the detailed assignments
are listed in Table 4.3.

Moving to the ignition of CO/NO oxidation for Pt/ceria in Figure
4.9 panel c, the �̃CO2 band is discernible at 52 ◦C and the peak at
2230 cm−1 is assigned to isocyanate (�̃NCO) formed on Pt, which
then spills over to ceria. Weakly adsorbed N2O could also be
possible, however, it is not expected to be seen at high temperatures
[131]. The formation of adsorbed isocyanate requires the surface
first to be covered by NO [132]. During the ignition, the intensity of
the �̃CO2 and �̃NCO bands gradually grows until 130 ◦C. The �̃NCO
band starts to desorb with elevated temperature. Simultaneously,
the intensity of the �̃CO

lin (Pt2+) band increases until 88 ◦C and then
starts to decay smoothly. The increased intensity can be caused by
the sites for CO adsorption being partially blocked by NO as well
as the reduction of oxidized platinum particles by CO, which leads
to a red-shift. However, this can be compensated by the coverage
effect. The carbonates species on ceria start to appear at 105 ◦C
with the corresponding assignment in Table 4.3. The �̃CO

lin (Pt𝛿+)
band vanishes at 192 ◦C and the �̃CO

lin (Pt2+) band is still visible
at 208 ◦C although some formation of CO2 is observed. A minor
peak at 2150 cm−1 can be assigned to CO bound to reduced ceria
(�̃CO(Ce3+)), which indicates that the ceria surface is covered by
the nitrates hindering the O2 replenishment. During the extinction,
the intensity of the �̃CO2 band continuous to decrease whereas
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Figure 4.10: XANES spectra (panel
a,c) and FT k2-weighted EXAFS
spectra with corresponding CO con-
versions (panel b,d) in the presence
of 5 vol.% CO and 5 vol.% O2. The
spectrum for PtO2 and Pt black were
recorded ex-situ in ambient air at
room temperature as a reference.

the �̃NCO band increases until 130 ◦C. The �̃CO(Ce3+) band grows
until 162 ◦C from where it drops and almost disappears at 130 ◦C.
This suggests that the formed isocyanate reacts with the lattice oxy-
gen from ceria. With a further lowering in temperature, the �̃NCO
band starts to disappear and is blue-shifted by 6 cm−1. Whereas,
the peak at 2253 cm−1 becomes evident with a blue-shift of 8 cm−1.
The intensity of the �̃CO

lin (Pt2+) band continuously increases and is
blue-shifted by 14 cm−1. The peak at 2086 cm−1 is blue-shifted by
around 30 cm−1 showing more influence on larger particles. During
the extinction in the low wavenumber regime, the intensity of the
�̃NO

br (Pt0) band gradually diminishes whereas the �̃NO
br (Pt0) band

increases with lowering the temperatures. During the ignition for
Pt/alumina, the intensity of the �̃CO

lin (Pt2+) increases until 123 ◦C
from where it decreases. The �̃CO2 band becomes visible at 131 ◦C.
At 88 ◦C, a �̃NCO band shows up with increasing intensity until
138 ◦C. Meanwhile, both the �̃NO

lin (Pt0) and �̃NO
br (Pt0) bands vanish.

The formed nitrate species gradually desorb with increasing tem-
peratures and appear to be stable on alumina. Starting from 209 ◦C,
the �̃CO2 and �̃NCO bands are noticeable. During the extinction, the
intensity of the �̃CO2 band drops until 131 ◦C is reached where the
intensity of the �̃NCO band is the highest. When the �̃CO2 band dis-
appears at 114 ◦C, the intensity of the �̃NCO band starts to decrease
marginally and stabilizes without any peak shift in comparison
with ceria. The isocyanate species appear to be more stable on
alumina than ceria. Upon decreasing temperature, the intensity of
the �̃CO

lin (Pt2+) band continuously increases and the �̃CO
lin (Pt𝛿+) band

starts to evolve when 170 ◦C is reached. At 34 ◦C, the �̃CO
lin (Pt2+)

and the �̃CO
lin (Pt𝛿+) band is blue-shifted by around 11 and 20 cm−1,

respectively. In summary, competitive adsorption between CO and
NO on Pt sites can clearly be revealed, and the support covered by
nitrates and platinum particles are oxidized at 34 ◦C by the nitrates
at the platinum-support boundary. Additionally, the production
of CO2 is correlated with the isocyanate formation.

4.3.2 Local structure and long-range order

Local structure

The local structure of Pt for Pt/ceria and Pt/alumina is investigated
by XAS in Paper III. Looking at the XANES spectra of Pt/ceria in
Figure 4.10 panel a and b, it is hard to observe any obvious changes
in the intensity of Pt L3 edge during the extinction. Therefore,
looking at the FT k2-weighted EXAFS spectra, an oxidised state of
the Pt phase can be observed during the extinction, and a clear peak
at 1.5–2 Å and a negligible peak at 2.5–3 Å can be assigned to Pt-O
and Pt-Pt contribution, respectively. Platinum in the Pt/ceria
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Figure 4.11: The whiteline intensity
(WLI) for Pt/alumina and Pt/ceria
(panel a) against temperature, co-
ordination number (CN), and radial
distance (R) without phase correc-
tion for Pt-O and Pt-Pt scattering of
Pt/ceria (panel b) and Pt/alumina
(panel c and d).

sample remains in an oxidised state even at 37 ◦C when there is
barely CO conversion. The clear Pt-O coordination signifies the
presence of highly dispersed platinum, including small Pt particles
and possibly atomically dispersed Pt, which makes most of the
Pt atoms bind to the oxygen from the support. Considering the
intensity evolution of the Pt L3 edge over Pt/alumina in Figure
4.10 panel c and d, an obvious decrease can be observed in WLI
between 168 and 154 ◦C during the extinction. Likewise, the EXAFS
spectra show a pronounced Pt-O contribution at 168 ◦C when a
high CO conversion is achieved. Upon decreasing the temperatures,
a noticeable Pt-Pt contribution shows up at the expense of the
Pt-O contribution. Together with the DRIFTS spectra, the oxidised
state of Pt at high temperature is due to the O2 dissociation on Pt
particles, and a reduction of platinum oxides can be caused by a
preferential CO adsorption on Pt sites with decreasing temperature.
The platinum oxide formation at high temperatures agrees with
the classical Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism [26, 91]. However,
the oxidised character at low CO conversions is likely due to the
presence of smaller Pt particles in oxygen.

Furthermore, the WLI is plotted against temperature for Pt/ceria
and Pt/alumina as shown in Figure 4.10 panel a. The WLI of
Pt/ceria appears to be at a considerably high value. More specific-
ally, it first drops from 1.85 to 1.7, then it remains until the reaction
extincts and increases thereafter. The slight decrease provides
the possibility to envisage the reaction between adsorbed CO
and lattice oxygen from the ceria support in the vicinity of Pt
particles. When the extinction occurs, the created oxygen vacancies
in the ceria support are replenished by the gas phase O2 at low
temperatures [105]. From this explanation, the reactions at the
platinum-ceria interface become possible at low temperatures from
the interaction between ceria and Pt particles. For the Pt/alumina
catalyst, the as-prepared sample exhibits the maximum WLI, and
close to that of PtO2. During reaction conditions, the WLI is always
higher than that for Pt black and lower than PtO2, and it decreases
during extinction. The lowest WLI is slightly high than that of
Pt black reflecting a small interaction from the alumina support.
The influence caused by the supports on the Pt particles can be
clearly revealed by looking at the local structure. The Pt-O and
Pt-Pt coordination number (CN) and bond distance are plotted
against temperatures for Pt/ceria and Pt/alumina as displayed
in Figure 4.11 panel b and c. The Pt-O CN for Pt/ceria during the
reaction exhibits the same trend as the WLI, which implies the Pt-O
species mainly contribute to the changes of WLI. The Pt-O species
are likely formed from the binding of lattice oxygen, thus creat-
ing a stable Pt-O structure, which gives a high Pt oxidation state.
This can be further evidenced by the unaltered Pt-O distance of
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about 2 Å, which agrees with the studies of platinum nanoparticles
dispersed on nanosized ceria [133]. The Pt-O distance becomes
slightly longer at elevated temperatures, likely stemming from the
thermal expansion. Moreover, the charge transfer from Pt particles
to cerium supplemented with the lattice oxygen spillover to the
vicinity of Pt has been proposed [84, 134], which gives an impact
on the Pt oxidation state [135, 136]. These effects can be observed by
XAS as a bulk averaging technique. Likewise, for the Pt/alumina
catalyst, the trend of Pt-O CN is the same as that of WLI where
the highest Pt-O CN is noticed at 168 ◦C and a low Pt-O CN is
observed at lower temperatures during the reaction conditions.
The Pt-O bond distance for the as-prepared Pt/alumina sample
and during reaction conditions is shorter than that of PtO2, which
indicates a deformed platinum oxide [101]. On the contrary, the
lowest Pt-Pt CN is obtained at 168 ◦C and a generally high Pt-Pt
CN is noted at lower temperatures. Meanwhile, the Pt-Pt bond
distance is close to that of Pt black and lower than the as-prepared
sample.

Long-range order

The crystalline structure of 1 wt% Pt/maghemite and 1 wt%
Pt/hematite are unraveled by in-situ HEXRD during redox re-
actions and CO oxidation in Paper V. The measurements are
carried out during transient O2 and H2 pulses and O2 modula-
tion of CO. Figure 4.12 shows the time-resolved measurements
during the periodic switch between 2 vol.% O2 and 2 vol.% H2
at 350 ◦C (panel a,b,e,f) and periodic change of 4 vol.% O2 for 5
min with a constant flow of 1 vol.% CO at 350 ◦C (panel c,d,g,h)
over Pt/maghemite and Pt/hematite, respectively. Each cycle is
repeated five times. The difference diffractograms, after subtracting
a reference diffractogram, e.g., the first one, are displayed to clearly
distinguish the variations under different gas components. Some
evident changes can be observed along the number of scans and
selected diffractograms of the initial state (blue), under O2 (green),
and H2 (red) are shown at the bottom. Among these, the reflection
of around 3 Å−1 is highlighted in the inset due to the possible
reflection from the Pt crystal plane. The catalysts begin with a
reduced state and are then under the gas sequences. From the
difference diffractogram, an explicit increase in the peak intensity is
depicted by blue color, whereas the red color describes a reduction
in peak intensity in comparison with the first one. The appearance
of the red and blue colors in pairs illustrates a peak shift towards a
higher q (larger d spacing). This signifies the Fe seems to be in an
oxidised state under O2 since the Fe2+ has a larger ionic radius than
Fe3+. The diffractograms of the initial state and under H2 resemble
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the reference pattern of maghemite (00-065-0731), whereas the dif-
fractogram under O2 is a mixed phase of maghemite and hematite.
Interestingly, a weak reflection is noticed at around q= 3.25 Å−1 for
the reduced sample rather than the oxidised sample. This q value
corresponds to a d spacing between the lattice planes of 1.93 Å,
which is close to the interplanar distance of metallic Pt (200) planes
of the FCC crystal structure (1.96 Å ) [137]. The small discrepancy
in q value is likely because of a strong metal-support interaction
between the small Pt particles and the iron oxide support. An-
other possibility for the smaller d spacing is that some Fe atoms
are incorporated in the Pt lattice structure. The absence of the Pt
phase in the presence of O2 can be caused by the sample being
in an oxidised state. Shallow reflections would be expected from
oxidised Pt crystal planes. Whereas, it can be difficult to observe
any as they overlap with the iron oxide phase. Moving to the O2
modulation, the difference diffractogram is obtained by subtracting
the 500th diffractogram for better visualization. Weak changes in
the peak position and intensity can be observed under the different
gas environment. Since the sample begins with a reduced state,
the first diffractogram closely resembles the reference pattern of
maghemite as well as a weak and broad reflection likely from
the Pt (200) crystal plane. The sample starts to be oxidised in the
presence of both O2 and CO, which can be evidenced by a clear
peak shift to a higher q and the appearance of the hematite phase.
However, it seems to be hard to reduce the sample back to the initial
phase by solely CO than H2. Some minor changes in peak position
and peak intensity can be noticed between O2 and CO pulses but
this is not any significant phase change. Still, the diffractogram
under O2 is dominated by the maghemite phase and mixed with
hematite phase. For Pt/hematite, a clear variation can be observed
between the different gas components after subtracting the 500th

diffractogram. The sample with a reduced state shows the peaks
at 3.2 Å and 3.25 Å in addition to the major maghemite phase. The
peak at 3.25 Å has previously been assigned to small platinum
particles strongly influenced by the support. Nonetheless, the peak
at 3.2 Å giving a d spacing is relatively closer to the interplanar
distance of Pt (220), which signifies the presence of larger platinum
particles that are less influenced by the iron oxide. One can specu-
late that platinum particles inside the iron oxide or the presence
of large platinum particles could lead to this result. Analogously,
the peak at 3.25 Å appears under H2 and vanishes under O2. In
the presence of O2, the diffractogram is still dominated by the
maghemite phase with some peaks shifted to a higher q. Coming to
the O2 modulation, the difference diffractogram is obtained from
subtracting the 1000th diffractogram. Some changes can be revealed
with the periodic O2 variation. During the whole modulation, the
maghemite phase is the major phase in the diffractograms, and
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Figure 4.12: in-situ HEXRD of 2 vol.% O2 and 2 vol.% H2 pulsing at 350 ◦C (panel a,b,e,f), and O2 modulation with 1
vol.% CO and 4 vol.% O2 (panel c,d,g,h) over Pt/maghemite and Pt/hematite.
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it tends to be oxidised under O2 and CO environment. Likewise,
the peak at 3.2 Å remains constant and the peak at 3.25 Å becomes
more obvious when the sample is reduced.

4.4 How to design CO oxidation catalysts?

For CO oxidation, it is important to surpass the CO self-poisoning
at low temperatures. This can be achieved in multiple ways, e.g.,
by using bimetallic or mixed metal oxide catalysts [138]. Our way
is to employ a reducible support material to supply extra oxygen
at low temperatures or even through other reaction pathways.
As for the support material, it is crucial to have a sufficiently
high surface area to achieve a high metal dispersion with low
loading and proper thermal stability for the reaction. A metal-
support interaction could also play a decisive role in stabilizing the
metal particles, where the particle size can be further optimized
for the catalytic activity through after-treatment. Also, electron
transfer between the metal and the support could be significant
for oxygen reverse spillover from the support to Pt. However, the
metal-support interaction can not be too strong since the single
platinum atoms or small platinum clusters strongly bound to the
support seems to be spectators for CO oxidation. The strong metal-
support interaction can be somehow weakened in the presence
of H2 at a proper temperature. From an economic and industrial
consideration, the abundance of support material and the amount
of precious metal in use, and the possibility of up-scaling need to
be taken into account. In our specific case, iron oxides are selected
as a candidate due to their redox properties, abundance, and low
cost. The difficulty lies in their structure dynamics caused by the
interaction between Pt and iron oxides and the complexity of the
iron oxide phase during reaction conditions. On the other hand, the
complexity seems to be appealing for the investigation of catalytic
function, and further modification of the catalytic design.
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In this thesis, the reaction mechanism for CO oxidation over
Pt/ceria and Pt/alumina is investigated. The chemical and struc-
ture dynamics under reaction conditions are explored for the
catalysts. Furthermore, the influence of water and nitrogen oxide
on CO oxidation is kinetically and spectroscopically scrutinized
for Pt/ceria and Pt/alumina catalysts. In addition, the structural
dynamics of Pt/FeO𝑥 are examined under redox and reaction
conditions. For the Pt/alumina catalyst with large Pt particles, in
average 42 nm, the reaction order with respect to O2 and CO is
close to 1 and -1, respectively, under both lean and rich reaction
conditions. For the Pt/alumina catalyst with small Pt particles, in
average 2 nm, the corresponding reaction orders are 0.68 and -1
under lean conditions. For the latter catalyst, the reaction order
for O2 is 1 under rich conditions, which in part can be explained
by higher O2 conversion dominated by O2 diffusion. The reaction
orders obtained from micro-kinetic calculations lead to the conclu-
sion that the reaction orders can not uniquely infer the reaction
mechanisms. Moving to the Pt/ceria catalyst, both the experiments
and calculations strongly support that the reaction proceeds via the
Mars-van Krevelen mechanism with complementary reaction path-
ways on the boundary sites. The Pt/ceria catalyst has a size range of
platinum particles of 1-2 nm, which is a norrower distribution than
for Pt/alumina. CO oxidation under dry conditions over Pt/ceria
shows a smooth decay in CO conversion, whereas a sudden drop
is observed for Pt/alumina during extinction. Combining operando
infrared and X-ray absorption spectroscopy, the �̃𝐶𝑂

𝑙𝑖𝑛
(Pt2+) band

for Pt/ceria signifies a spectator species, which is due to the strong
bond between small platinum particles and ceria, and the Pt-O
bond distance is unaltered during the catalytic extinction process.
Furthermore, water promotes the catalytic activity of CO oxidation
over both Pt/ceria and Pt/alumina through a Mars-van Krevelen
mechanism and Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism, respectively.
The hydroxyl groups formed at the interface sites of Pt/ceria
seem to contribute to the low-temperature activity without any
dependency on water concentration, and water and/or hydroxyl
groups can significantly reduce CO bound to platinum particles.
In contrast, the reaction rate is dependent on water concentration
for Pt/alumina. Nitrogen oxide suppresses the CO oxidation over
both catalysts by competitive adsorption with NO and the nitrate
species on the support. The platinum particles already get oxidized
at room temperature in the presence of nitrogen oxide and CO2
production at high temperatures is associated with isocyanate
species. In addition, different types of iron oxides are synthesized
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and maghemite is selected to be the support due to proper surface
area and thermal stability. The reduction by H2 proceeds at lower
temperature for Pt/maghemite than for Pt/hematite signifying a
stronger interaction between Pt and the support for Pt/maghemite.
For Pt/maghemite, high-energy X-ray diffraction shows a clear re-
flection for Pt under reducing conditions, which disappears under
oxidizing environments. This suggests the presence of platinum
particles significantly influenced by the reaction conditions. As
for Pt/hematite, reflections from Pt are unaltered when changing
gas environment from oxidising to reducing. This is suggested to
be a result of different redox properties and inetraction with the
platinum particles.

5.1 Extended understanding on industrial
relevant catalysts

In this thesis, the assignment of spectator species of the platinum
particles strongly bound to ceria needs further investigations,
for example by using uniform single platinum atoms dispersed
on ceria. Its catalytic function might be interesting to explore.
The promotion effect from water has been clearly revealed over
industrial relevant catalysts, Pt/ceria, and Pt/alumina, in this work.
Whereas, the role of how water interacts with CO ad-species and the
explicit reaction pathways are still unclear. These questions might
be figured out by theoretical calculations in combination with
experimental evidence. Experimentally, it might also be interesting
to see how the evolution of Pt-O bond in the presence of water
by operando XAS as compared to the dry CO oxidation. Definitely,
other gas components, e.g., sulfur oxides, can also be included in
the feed. Of course, a comprehensive comparison is desirable to
make between Pt/ceria and Pd/ceria as three-way catalysts in the
presence of a complex gas stream.

5.2 Further improvements in catalytic design

Iron oxides have been shown as an appealing but also challenging
support material due to their abundance and redox properties,
however, the complexity increased under the reaction conditions
coming from the phase transition at relatively mild temperat-
ures. To generalize this material to apply to More complicated
catalytic screening is worth investigating with the help of compu-
tational modeling, e.g., platinum-iron and platinum-tin alloyed
nanoparticles on reducible support materials.
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